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Note from the Director

The Right to Education Act (RTE) of 2009 and the announcement of its being brought into
force in April 2010 has brought Education into a new focus and taken the concerns to a
new level. The right to free education has now become a fundamental right for children in
the age group of 6 to 14. The RTE has its share of critics. The essential criticism is that the
RTE represents the giving up on the promises the writers of the constitution had given to
the people of India in whose name the constitution was written.
The Constitution had laid down a commitment to provide education to all children within
ten years of coming into force. More than a half century later the RTE Act comes as an
acknowledgement of how we have failed on this basic task. Though the right to education
is a Fundamental Right for children in the age group of 6 to 14, the RTE leaves education
rights for children below 6 years of age confined to the non-justiciable Directive Principles.
The RTE Act is also the final abandonment of the goal of the common school system
that many eminent educationists had recommended as needed if “the education system
is to become a powerful instrument of national development in general, and social and
national integration in particular” (Report of the Education Commission, 1967). Education
for all is now sought to be provided by a mixture of government, private and publicprivate partnership schemes, critics say, opening the door further to the privatisation of
education and its attendant evils.
The more sober advocates of RTE have in a sense conceded this but choose to accept the
RTE from a pragmatic sense of what is possible; given that even 44 years after the deadline
has passed in 2010 we are nowhere near implementing the first constitutional promise.
No doubt the concept of the common school system is a desired one, but we need to
realise the bitter truth that in India it was never on the agenda for implementation. The
RTE Act has envisaged bringing a more complex mix to the composition of students in
classrooms, albeit only for private schools. Clause 12 (b) and (c) call for the reservation
of 25% of seats in Class I for those belonging to “weaker sections and disadvantaged
groups in the neighbourhood.” Coupled with the stricture that for no reason can these
students be removed from school before completing of the eight years of schooling, this is
a significant step towards “bring[ing] the different social classes and groups together and
thus promote the emergence of an egalitarian and integrated society,” as envisaged by the
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Education Commission (1964-66) when advocating a Common School System. However if
this is implemented through a paternalistic approach, as some prominent schools already
have, by running parallel schools for the disadvantaged in the same premises, then the
attitudes that these schools build towards these ‘quota’ children is a real danger we need
to guard against.
Despite this Ankur recognizes the RTE Act, with all its limitations, to be a step in the right
direction. We recognize that much more needs to be done both at a conceptual level and
in actual physical terms. Ankur views this moment as an opportunity to demonstrate
the effectiveness of a pedagogical approach that sees unlimited potential embodied in
the child and builds an educational intervention that sees the child as a collaborator in a
constructivist approach to knowledge building.
Recognising how formal school education has become a cause for stress to children, the
RTE has decreed that no child should be compulsorily detained in a class or expelled from
a school till he or she completes class VIII. It is also held that schools should ensure there is
“comprehensive and continuous evaluation of [the] child’s understanding of knowledge
and his or her ability to apply the same”. These are significant changes with which the
formal school systems are still coming to terms with and they are seeing a need to bring
pedagogical processes in the school in tune with the directions indicated by the RTE act.
At Ankur we feel the pedagogical approach towards evaluation is most often limited to
a scale or value system that is imposed from without or emerges from an aggregation of
existing abilities typically the findings of a baseline survey. From our practice we believe
that rather than an evaluation the approach for assessing learning progress should be
that of a valuator curiously listening to and reading children’s creative endeavours with
an openness and willingness to be startled by the new narratives, fresh insights, original
questions and unique paths of explorations that children choose to share with each other
and the adults involved in the teaching/learning process. Essentially speaking once we
recognize that human beings generate knowledge and meaning from the interaction of the
ideas they encounter with their experiences, then we will realize that each child actually
treads his or her own path in teaching/learning situations.
Valuation is essential, because without the element of challenge and desire to contend
with challenge the progress on each individual learning path may be slow. An empty
encouragement without concrete valuation is likely to lead to a meaningless meandering.
An evaluation coming from a fixed scale of desired results leads to a mindless or hypocritical
conformity or worse the stress of not being able to conform. As valuation is situated in
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the context of each individual, it encourages further exploration, further diversity, further
individuality rather than conformity. One question many answers may be an evaluator’s
nightmare, but is essentially what the process of valuation should lead to.
The foregrounding of the child’s experience in formal schools will enable children to
connect with the wealth of experience and skills in their neighbourhood and develop
a dignified rootedness in their living context and draw sustenance from it. Bringing the
locality and neighbourhood into the pedagogical practices at school will re-humanize
work and skills and restore dignity to artisans, the self employed and the technicians – all
those whose labour is the invisible backbone of the city’s economy.
At this juncture Ankur is looking at increasing its impact on the formal school system
by demonstrating how the alternative pedagogical practices it has been engaged with
in its community level interventions can be taken up within the formal school system.
The collaboration with MCD in six schools in the six localities that Ankur is active in,
is just a year old but holds out much promise. The interactions in the classroom have
been able to move beyond questions and answers. The textbook has emerged as a catalyst
to conversations on ideas and experiences. These conversations have led to further
explorations and writing projects and wider sharings in story telling sessions in the school.
The teaching/learning processes have moved beyond the textbook, extended outside the
classroom and the school.
The school (all its participants and constituents) reproduces reality as it sees it. Students
come out of school having inculcated the values taught by the school; through the lived
experience of the child and not by what teachers/textbooks profess. It is only if the school
can be made into a place where childhood is nurtured, questioning is encouraged and
teamwork and community spirit applauded, that the social transformative role of the
school would emerge.

Sharmila Bhagat
September 2010
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1. Children’s Program

1.1 Learning Collective
The learning collective is a gathering of young children who meet at the spaces
hosted by Ankur facilitators. Friendship and mutual respect are the threads
weaving together the creativity of the children and the facilitators. Everyone
participates at her/his own pace.
A continuing link to their school lives are the transactions with the prescribed
texts, where children are invited to bring their lived realities and imaginations
to play with the stories in the texts, choosing their own entry and take off points.
Conversations that take place here reflect the events and processes that children
are engaged with or are witness to. They recount incidents and anecdotes taking
place around them. Their oral sharings take the form of reading, writing and
narrations of texts written by them.
Children find opportunities to connect with their contexts and articulate stories
emerging from their lives and neighbourhoods. The process of sharing encourages
children to use their powers of observation, listening, feeling, reflecting, thinking,
imagining, and created an atmosphere of equality that fosters their confidence in
knowledge creation. Their skills of reading and writing also develops.
Inviting New Children

During the summer vacations (April to June), as the children are free from the
routines of the school they bring all their energy into the learning collective. This
is also the time when new children are invited to join the learning collective, while
some old friends move on to participate in the library and the club.
To welcome new members, events were held in different places in the locality.
An invitation letter was drafted and sent out to other children asking them to
participate in the programme.
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The open events featured story telling, news reading, poetry recitation, playing
games, recounting news from the locality, magic shows, songs etc. One of the
activities was the “Introduction”. Children gathered objects from around the
venue of the open event and introduced it to the gathering in their own way. They
would also introduce themselves to the people at the site and invite others to do
so. An engaging activity was that of connecting each alphabet with words spoken
around them. They listed as many as 40 to 50 words with each letter. At the end, the
group created a rich repertoire of words. Another activity done was the “Wheel of
Words”. Evocative words were written on the outer edge of a circle with a rotating
pointer in the centre. The pointer would be rotated and the player would be asked
to share a narrative based on the word chosen by the pointer. In another activity
the children created a word chain of all the familiar words that they come across
through the day and how the words of daily life change according to the seasons,
year and also the place in which they live. These activities gave an idea to the
community about the activities of the learning collective and enthused parents to
send their children to the learning collective.
With the joining of new members, practices of the learning collective acquired
new energy. The shy and hesitant new members, over a relatively short time felt
welcome and became part of the group.
After the summer vacations, many children came back with stories of their holidays
– their journeys and their villages. Children were invited to share these stories.
Children spoke about occasions when their faces were happy or excited, such as
‘the day I celebrated my birthday’, ‘when my father gifted me a carom board’,
‘when I got to swing at the park’.
Children tried to find out the daily routine of each other. So, for example Rani,
who helps at home and does not attend school, has a keen interest in reading. In
her everyday routine she always creates moments for reading. It is this passion
in her that drew her to the collective. Naveen is not fond of playing but loves to
illustrate. When he returns from school, he draws pictures in his notebooks. He
immensely enjoyed the different creative activities at one of the sites. Children
also found out the several ways in which they help out in their families. In the
process they discovered that though they stay in the same neighbourhood, and
are roughly the same age, and have some commonalities of routine yet each one’s
routine is unique/distinct in some way or the other.
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Redesigning the space

The spaces were redesigned and decorated afresh from time to time. For instance
in the first couple of months, shining, laughing faces, either cut-outs from old
magazines or photos and drawings of members, were pasted on the walls, which
made the room a welcome space, full of warmth and ‘friends’, inculcating a happy
feeling of self-confidence.
Gradually the learning space reflected the conversations taking place around the
textbook. The children actively participated in recreating and redesigning the
space. For example, they took up paint brushes and paint and illustrated some of
the characters from one of the stories. They carefully tested the different shades
of colours before using them on the wall. This also provided them an opportunity
to widen their canvas. Many till date had only been allowed to draw and paint on
their copies and drawing sheets, they now could paint on the large canvas of the
walls.
The surfaces of walls, floor, the windows and staircases often got transformed into
slates/canvasses for writing.
Craft and Games

At Sawda Ghevra, children worked in small groups to make models of things
they would like to see in and around their neighbourhood, such as mother dairy,
park, railway station, hospital and schools with computer. In this, they also took
help from their siblings and parents. The families gave them space at home to
work on the models, or helped in organizing materials that they required would
be displayed in community.
Children played games. For the cycle race for the girls, the children borrowed
bicycles from the community. When a kabaddi match was played between the
children, older girls also joined in, who are normally not allowed to do so. Kite
flying was enjoyed by both girls and boys. Ludo and carom were played too.
Exploring Text-books

In the learning collectives we transform the textbooks into a canvas on which
children can paint and fill in individual responses that enrich the process of
learning. How does one expand the parameters of a specific lesson in the prescribed
textbook? These processes include – filling in different details, evolving new
Education: From Rights to Processes		
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questions, enacting dialogues amongst characters, playing around with pictures,
making maps and timelines of sounds found in the texts, and other exercises
etc. Taking the story line and flying with it beyond the boundaries laid out in
the text. Children picked up and connected to themes, ideas and events from
the textbooks that also live in their lives and imaginations. New questions and
exercises emerge from these processes. The idea is to provide opportunities for
individual explorations.
The SCERT published book ‘Udaan’ was replaced by the NCERT published
‘Rimjhim’ in the academic year 2009-10. The facilitators studied the new textbook
and together worked out open ended questions and exercises for each of the
chapters that could draw out the experience of children and connect the new texts
with their context.
Glimpses of transactions with children around some of the stories and poems of
‘Rimjhim’
Jhula (Swings)

While reading the poem on swings, children spoke of the swings for them –
swinging while sitting on an elder person’s lap, having fun while sitting on a tyre
hung with a rope from a tree, swinging by holding the edge of a cart, using the
basket as a swing for a little baby sister, swinging by standing on the school gate,
hanging on to the back of the rickshaw/or a water tanker for a fun ride.
Aam ki Tokri (The mango basket)

The children were asked to think of possible reasons why the young girl in the
story could be carrying a basket full of mangoes on her head to which some of
their responses were – may be she loves mangoes and has collected them from
the garden, perhaps she is going to share these mangoes from her fields with a
neighbor, maybe she goes to sell these mangoes at the weekly haat etc. They drew
baskets of different shapes and designs and keenly displayed their drawings.
Untt chala (The Camel Moved)

Children talked about where and when had they seen camels. One member
narrated the story of a camel, owned by someone in his village but sold when the
owner came to Delhi.
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The size of camels and other animals became another theme. The camel is as tall
as the electric pole or the terrace of the house, or the water tank. The elephant is
fat like the sky, or the mountain, or the bulldozer. But the ant is as tiny as a grain
of sugar or rice or dal or a pearl. The imagination of children knows no boundary
when it is free to unfold in the directions its wayward nature takes it. The most
unlikely of comparisons flash through their minds.
‘What are the things that can pass under a camel?’ This question elicited varied
responses like a cycle, a motor-bike, children and small animals. Climbing onto
a camel needs the help of a ladder or a tree or a wall or the shoulders of a friend.
Many children talked about animals they have kept as pets that they love and
care for and with whom they can play anytime they want to. Feeding and bathing
pigeons that fly in the sky yet keep returning to them, is a favourite pastime for
Nadim and Ritik. Yash has little puppies which make him happy. Sunny loves to
give milk to his cat. Colourful birds and fishes, rabbits and goats, are pets of many
children. They are able to relate to animals and birds spontaneously.
Bhalu ne kheli football (The Bear played football)

The play of the bear in the story expanded to cover their own games. ‘Which are
the games we play?’ generated a long list of games. Everyone got excited to add
one’s favourite game – ludo, thief-policeman pahlo-duggo, one leg-race, ice-water,
marbles, ram-ravan, chidi-bille, catch the thief, carom board, gilli-danda, kabaddi,
playing house etc. Some of these games have been invented by the children
themselves. Every child had specific sharings, like Kajal said – “Games in the
school are for competition. But we play ‘gitte’ for fun, even under the desk in our
classroom.” Neha said “My friend and I are very fond of tamarind. We clean its
kernels and play ‘aratachakkan’ with them.”
The children wrote the names of sites where they play - in the lanes, the scaffold
and verandah in one’s house, bus-stop, government dispensary, outside the
mosque, terrace of the neighbours etc., in short any space is turned into a playfield, anytime.
In the story the bear played with the ball. Members shared how they convert
anything into a ball – newspapers, rags, balloons, stones etc. anything which can
be moved or thrown becomes a play-thing.
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The bear talks of the problem which has trapped him. When do children feel
trapped? Each one narrated an experience: For eg., Sunil shared he feels trapped
when he has to finish a lot of school-home work and his mother asks him to bring
something from the market or his little brother wants him to take him out.
In the story, to ward off the cold, the tiger-cub coiled himself into a ball; in what
ways do we protect ourselves from cold? Children had many methods - we coil
inside a blanket, wear warm clothes, sun ourselves, drink hot tea, eat hot food,
run, bathe with warm water etc.
Meow-meow

In this lesson one word led to the unfolding of many things, for example the word
‘fear’. Daily life has ‘fear’ in small little things, e.g. fear of the cat drinking the milk,
of rats nibbling away at clothes. Children elaborated on what they are afraid of darkness, policemen, teachers, security guard cockroaches, alley cats, stray dogs,
and cows with long horns ... the list was endless.
Children made a map of sounds that scare them, as fear is often linked to sound.
Fear often drives us into hiding - hiding behind doors or trees or almirahs, under
the bed or bench, on the terrace or in the park, in the house of friends or relatives.
Their ingenuity knows no bounds.
Dost ki madad (Helping a friend)

Through the story of a tortoise and a jackal the theme of friendship was explored.
How does one help a friend? By sharing pencil, erasers, crayons, sweets, bicycle,
toys, TV viewing etc.
The hide of the tortoise is hard. What other things have a hard surface? Iron, plastic,
locks, keys, scooter, train, fruit-kernels, electric-pole, brick, aeroplane, knife, gun,
carom board etc. The long list made by children made them aware of a common
element in different objects.
The jackal made a cunning leap to save his friend. Children take huge leaps to do
various activities. They wrote down the ‘leaps’ they make to climb a tree, to run
to the market, to fill water-bucket, to get a hair-cut, to carry food for papa, etc. All
actions can become big leaps, generating joy and excitement.
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Helping others included helping old people cross the road, getting things for them.
When in need, who do ask for help - older siblings, parents, grandparents, friends,
doctor, teacher, police and god.
Tiptipawa (The sound of rain on roof tops)

How are sounds generated? How does the friction between two objects create
sound? For instances different sounds are generated when:
bangles touch each other,
the door bangs in the wind,
wind enters the flute,
someone slaps my cheek,
cloth is sewn on a machine, and
when water drips and touches the floor/roof
What happens when it rains? Some of their observationsThunder rumbles in the sky.
Our homes are flooded, and we get busy cleaning out.
We cannot go out, which makes me angry.
A lot of filth overflows on roads.
Electricity fails.
Bathing in rain is fun not always.
Too much rain spoils our crop in the village.
Clothes and books get wet.
Roads get closed.
Play-fields get flooded.
Birds do not fly in the sky.
Washed clothes do not dry.
Insects multiply.
However, rains are also associated with a lot of fun and joy – flowers bloom, paperboats float in the lanes, ‘pakodas’ and ‘halwa’ are enjoyable in this season, cycling
with great speed is fun etc. Heavy rains help in claiming new spaces to play in e.g.
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the high ground of the post office, the tops of sewer-pipes, the courtyard of the
temple, inside a shop.
Bahut hua (Enough is enough)

Children were asked to share when do they hear ‘enough is enough’ – when they
are absorbed in playing, talking late into the night, watching TV, teasing their
siblings, dancing with the music they hear on T.V. etc. The conversation brought
forth interesting situations from children’s life.
‘Bandar-baant’ (the monkey shares)

In addition to discussions on cunningness and dishonesty, through the lesson
children discussed about weights and numbers. Things that we buy in weights
and things that we buy in numbers were listed out. The former consisted of rice,
flour, dals, onions, fruits, spices, cotton, jalebis, vegetables and gold and silver
items. Things sold through numbers consisted of eggs, samosas, cups glasses,
balls, pencils, shoes, copies, button etc.

The Wider World of Reading

Children were invited to move into the wider world of reading by introducing
them to stories, other than those found in the text books. The children entered
the fascinating world of storybooks in ways that beckoned to them to share their
stories as well. Everyday new stories were read out to them/by them. Some of the
stories that were taken up were ‘Sahsi Tara’, ‘Dusht kauva’, ‘Pyasi maina’etc.
One of the stories taken up was Ekki-Dukki, in which the two children help each
other. Children also shared when all they had helped other people. Anil shared
how when Rizwan’s brother’s feet got stuck in a drain, he had pulled him out and
washed his hands and feet. Rahul shared about how he helped a blind person to
reach his house in his village where the walking distances are huge.

Reading One’s Own Writing

Inviting children to unravel the texts they read and share from their lives and
imaginations what they find resonating in the text leads children from reading to
writing. The individual journeys from the text to experience and the discussions
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around these journeys have seen new, albeit small texts, emerging that is reflective
of children’s experience. These collective creations reflect the truths, realities and
imaginations of the children of the group. The generation of this material has been
a continual process that reflected the nature of the conversations, and emerged
through an active involvement and contributions of both the children and the
facilitators, especially as it was re-circulated amongst the learning collective as
reading material. The children were excited to read their own conversations on a
flip chart or in album or as they held a reading sheet in their hand. This process has
enriched and enhanced the processes of reading.
All these process of the learning collective have brought in children – greater
confidence, critical creativity, individual and collective assertions, originality of
thinking and expression and opening of new doors and windows towards selflearning, which is the primary objective of the program.

Interactions with Parents and Community
Sharing practices and creative works

Many a times the practices of the learning collective involved the parents and
other people in the community. Participating in and observing the activities of the
learning collective, they commented that such activities make children inquisitive
and also help them in reading and writing. Parents were invited to interact with
the children and read the various creative works produced by the children.
Exhibition on Childhood

Childhood is short lived in terms of times, lasting in imagination and memory.
Childhood is multidimensional - the sense of wonder, vulnerability, playfulness,
unpredictability, innocence, ingenuous use of public space, discovering the world
unknown, creating imagined worlds, regenerating deserted corners. The exhibition
on childhood was a ‘culmination of the visual’ documentation of childhood and
the conversations with children through the different programs. There were
displays on expressions, their study corners, their playgrounds, navigation of
lanes and roads, the secret spaces and hideouts. In short, all that forms the spirit
and substance of childhood. The community people thronged to see the exhibition
and were excited to see images of children from their own locality.
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Games festival

The idea of the games festival was to explore the sense of play amongst the children
and adults. What were the games you played/play? What have been the sites of
play and who have been/are your playmates? What are the interesting incidents
related to play and games? The women shared the games they played in their
childhood – games like making dolls, gulli danda. Said one, me and my daughter in
law play ludo, I also play with my grandson, Said another, my childhood was lost
in doing household chores. Said one of the young women, when I play kabbadi I
feel I play it better than boys, when boys play, I make them fall. However, I play it
when my mother is not around, she doesn’t like my playing kabbadi. Said another,
when we play in the lanes, the atmosphere of the lanes changes, when I play there
is a special joy on my face.
The women played games like langdi taang, kabbadi, basket ball, kho-kho, rumal
jhappata. When they conducted the games, the initial soft tone gave way to
confident voice, as they explained the rules of the game to the gathering of the
community that included both children and adults.
Based on interactions with children, young people, men and women a poster
exhibition on the theme of games was put up.
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1.2 CLUB
The club aimed at creating newer generative spaces in the locality, connecting
with the neighbourhood by writing on the stories and skills that exist in the
locality. The collective practice of the club is to create a space where children
reflect on ideas, thoughts and themes that help build on the connectedness with
the neighbourhood. They spearheaded many initiatives in their community.
Conversations and explorations in the club bring into circulation experiences,
viewpoints and imaginations of the children. They have also brought forth
considered articulations of children.
The sustained engagement with practices of writing has given the children of the
club a grasp of the different styles, genres of writing. They are excited to write and
their pace of writing has enhanced too. They have gotten into the habit of giving
time to writing. Thus writing has become a part of their everyday life. The writing
practices may have begun with the self but have now gradually drawn them out of
themselves, and connected them to others. Writing stories is not just about creating
first person accounts but finding and excavating other people’s stories, and in the
process connecting with them.

New Friends and Reflections

For the club also the period of April to June is a phase of transition. It is that period
when numerous children from the locality join in and become a part of the club,
whereas some who have matured in the programme move on. The collective open
heartedly invited friends and acquaintances from the locality to become a part of
the club. They put together their initiatives round the year to be able to share with
the new partners. They attempted to define their own space – it is a space that
attracts, brings out skills, facilitates dialogue, allows our imaginations to flourish,
encourages us to learn, it’s a space where we share and recreate our stories and
also listen to fellow associates. It’s an inviting space, a writing space, a participative
space, a space to spend their leisure time, creative space and a space where all the
members are equal. The space also provides an opportunity to look at ourselves
and communities in a new light. This sharing brought out the multiple facets, and
the uniqueness of the club as a space.
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The different dimensions of the club were put down on a piece of cloth and
circulated in the locality. This in a way was an invite to the other children of the
neighbourhood to join the club.
The club plans all activities in detail. Each individual is an integral part of the
planning process at the club. They articulate their thinking on each of the activities
they undertake. They brainstorm together on what initiatives should be taken up
at the club and how to execute them. The children divide themselves into small
groups with specific plans to be carried out.

Explorations with Self
Colours in our lives

Colours have special relevance in each one’s life and also have specific connotations.
They differentiate the different moods of life. Each one has special fondness for
some or the other colour. The expressions of each individual with colours are
different and unique. The children expressed on white sheets how the relevance of
each colour has changed for them over the years.
‘Colours in our lives’ became the focus of the club. Can we give space to different
colours on the walls? A colourful paper pasted on a wall by one member triggered
an avalanche of papers with different colours, which adorned the walls. Soon it
appeared that we are standing amidst a sea of imagination with waves of colourful,
crooked lives.
Each one could bring out the varied expressions they related to each colour. Some
made abstract expressions of clouds; some were of flowing water, yet some others
were of sailing ships. The patterns put up by the children were appreciated by the
community.
Celebrating one’s own day

‘Celebrating one’s own day’ (Apni marzi ka din) involved writing about an activity
that one would like to indulge in, where there is freedom to exercise one’s wishes.
Each member shared her/his ‘story’ excitedly. One member said he will invite his
friends to paint the walls of his house. Another said she will change the setting of
furniture etc.
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Though young people love to dress-up often they do not find the space to do
so. Two members were asked to dress-up in front of a mirror, imagining that no
one is around. This activity led to expressing inhibitions, desires and feelings of
discomfort. Others watched and wrote about the entire process.
Words surrounding us

Words encompass worlds within their folds. What is their importance in our lives?
Pondering over such questions, members of the club explored the association of
words with places and their movement within spheres. Each member shared his/
her list of words. Words they listed out were - entertainment, suffocation, life,
dreams, painting, mistake, worry, relief and merriment to.
Children created a “word corner” within the room. Children wrote in different
colours words that they hear regularly, words that are missing and words which
are sort of ‘hidden’ or ‘invisibilized’ .
They also painted words that they have come across during their different practices
at the club, like: faces, sounds, dreams, life, lines, routine, treasure, research,
disparity, instances, excitement, rights, texts, opportunity etc. This has become
their favourite corner for thinking and writing.

Explorations with the locality

The children of the club have moved into explorations with the locality on a range
of themes. These interactions with the neighbourhood build the children’s links
with the community and provide resources to power their thinking, reading,
conversations and writing practices. The following themes were explored:
Expressions on Situations of Everyday Life

As an exercise, children collected lines spoken during events such as when the
water comes in the pipes in the morning, when the electricity fails and when it
comes back on, when a dust storm rages, when it rains.
Shared spaces

The shared spaces of the locality are an integral part of the everyday life of the
locality and the routines of people. Every shared space has its own distinct
character which is made up by the people who come together at that place, the
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time at which they assemble and also the discussions they engage in. The same
space often is dominated by the men and at some other time, usually towards the
evening they make way for the women to assemble. These spaces reflect the mood
of the locality.
The children tried to capture these different spaces, on various occasions and at
different times, through log writing and photographs.
The world of letters

The spread of mobile phones and low rates of STD calls have caused the
disappearance of the world of letters. The children have collected some 40-50
letters from families. These date back to 1992. Reading these letters has enabled
children to trace the network of social relations that families have and how they
were built through letters.
The wall between neighbours

Walls do not just divide us; they also are a site for various interactions that take
place between neighbours. Many conversations take place across the walls between
adjoining houses and their verandas. The role these walls play in people’s lives is
a theme that children are exploring.
Dealing with chronic Illness

Illness and health is a major concern for the people in underserved working class
settlements. Their vulnerability to health risks is a consequence of living in a
degraded environment, inaccessibility to health care, irregular employment, and
lack of negotiating capacity to demand better services. Informal settlements are not
listed in official records and therefore remain outside the purview of public services
including health which further accentuate their vulnerability. An interaction with
families dealing with chronic illness is thus a very significant exploration of the
children.
The neighbourhood guide

The children of the club are in the process to prepare a guide to their locality. It
provides an introduction to their locality describing the schools, shops, weekly
market, shared spaces etc. in the locality.
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Engagement with Neighbourhood Work

The children interacted with people engaged in different kinds of works in their
locality. What are their routines? How does the routine change over morning,
afternoon, evening and night? How are the first and last two hours of their work
spent? What would their routine be like in the future? What are the tools they use in
their work? How do they imagine their future? This was especially significant for
street vendors plying trades that are slowly disappearing – ear cleaners, cobblers,
etc.
Some of the children graphically expressed on a canvas the changing routine of
people during the day. The texts and narratives written on children at different
work situations were designed and circulated in the locality. A storyboard was
prepared based on the texts that have emerged from these interactions.
A compilation of texts on the different skills available in the locality was prepared
and circulated in the locality. Each text comprised of a unique kind of work in the
locality and some intricate details of the work. Glimpses from this compilation
was enlarged and put up at different corners in the locality. A map was created to
capture the different sorts of work carried out by people in the locality and also the
sites where they were carried out.
Later the photographs, texts, maps and profiles of the working people were
displayed through posters in public spaces.

Making Generative Sites and Spaces
Park

The Club at Dakshinpuri spearheaded the initiative of converting the J block MCD
park into a community art installation and an active shared space. The club invited
continuous engagement from the locality.
Through regular interactions with people who use the park, a general consensus
was built to create the park as shared space vital to the community – for socialisation;
for games and leisure activities; as a convenient place to relax after the day’s
work; and within an extremely pressured, polluted and aggressive urban ethos,
as symbolic of keenly-desired serenity, health and equilibrium. Children, youth,
women and men all represented differing views on the park.
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Art played a vital role in bringing out people’s thinking. Initiating the practice of
drawing on paper and on walls, the club invited people of all ages to join the sessions
and spend the evening sketching out their visualisations of the future usage of the
park, so that it could be used in the most generous collective manner possible.
Sketchbooks and colours were given to participants. People were initially hesitant,
but gradually became more compelled and bolder in their imaging. The outcome
was a comprehensive series of ‘recommendations’ that also offered valuable
alternative data about the site. For instance, the locality map was visualised in
an amazing way through consolidating various representations of local elements
connected to the history and growth of Dakshinpuri as an urban settlement.
The landscape of the park was undertaken keeping in mind the division /
segregation of space as expressed by each group. The path through the park, from
the gate onwards, was designed, and paved with stones on either side depicting
the informal map of Dakshinpuri, a personalised grid of community living that lists
shops and houses (Ahuja ki Toli, meat shop, etc.) from the main road till the end of
J-Block. Another segment of the path lists all the lanes (dhobi wali gali, bakri gali, kali
gali, etc.). The women’s space was created in one corner of the park, and decorated
with charpais. The traditional wooden legs of the cots were shaped as human legs,
symbolic of the desires of women ever-bound to domestic routine and territory,
yet yearning for autonomy and mobility. The brightly painted ‘legs’ were adorned
with drawings of slippers, the ubiquitous daily footwear of most women in the
locality; and tattoos, also a typical custom. The sawan ka jhoola (monsoon swing) was
designed as a doorframe, emblematic of the lives of women confined within their
houses and lanes, who dream of more expansive horizons and realities. The ‘swing’
was painted with scenes from the women’s daily lives. The children’s space was built
close to the women’s area. One section of the ground was marked out as a format
for local games such as gulli danda and kabaddi. A slide decorated with a brightly
painted landscape was installed. The youth space was designed and executed as a
terrace garden of three steps that could be used as a social space as well as a stage
for performances and festival celebrations. The space for elderly men reflected the
conventionally understood flexibility and ‘free’ time of retirement. Old bus seats
were procured and reworked for use by this group.
Have you seen a well like this

‘The Well’ is an interactive digital installation intended for the town environment,
built in collaboration with the artist Mandana Moghaddam and the University
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of Gothenburg (Sweden). The installation compress of a round well, under a
black metal structure and linked to other installations, structurally identical in
Bangalore, Gothenburg, and Seoul (South Korea). Through the well passers-by can
talk to anyone who is at the companion-well in another part of the world. Internet
telephony links the Internet activated computer in the well with its counterparts
in the other wells.
This well was installed in Khichripur by the club there. What were the images that
the word “Well” evoked? What is the web of meanings associated with this word?
What is the kind of environment that this word creates or can create? Does this word
give us yet another angle to look at our neighbourhood/to look at what is around
us? What happens when these words float around us? How do new structures
affect the everyday life in a neighbourhood, how do they create opportunities
for interaction/new conversations and give a sense of other neighbourhoods?
Questions like these generated rich discussions, there were instant reactions like
– a well in the city? What about wells that had dried up? An interactive well,
what would it be like? Designs of the well started dancing in front of their eyes/
bubbling in their minds? How do we conceptualise the design of such a well and
the space around it?
The club hunted for an appropriate space and found one at one of the corners of
their neighbourhood that is adjacent to the road and remains in sight of passersby. The space was marked, measured and the specifications discussed.
There was a huge crowd, of young and old, men and women, children of all sizes,
intermingling, jostling for space and wanting to find out and also to express what
they thought. The welders, mistris and masons from the neighbourhood played
their part in making and translating the design and making the structure a reality.
They remained surrounded by onlookers who watched every step with rapt
attention. How did it look like to the people around - phone booth, police booth,
wedding mandap, and temple/mazar. Seeing it ready, someone remarked, the
sight of this space shall give a few minutes of solace everyday.
The community was involved in the process of making the structure, especially
people whose homes are close to it. Someone helped with electricity, another with
painting. Someone offered tea to the children of the club who were involved in the
process.
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There was anticipation as to when the well would open up for conversations
with people far away. The children decorated the site with writings, broadsheets,
‘Nishaniyan’ and photographs; and painted the poles. It seemed that a fair was
going on. Gradually, people started congregating at the site with curiosity and
excitement. People walking past halted and looked at what was going on. They
tried to identify the people in the photographs. Unmindful of the chill in the
evening, people waited for the opening of the well.
When the Well was finally inaugurated with links established between Bangalore
and Gothenburg, a voice came over the speakers “Hello! Hello! My name is Max.”
The well has become a centre of attraction. People around make sure the well is
not defaced and connections are not disturbed.
Mehfil

The mehfilein (gatherings) staged by the club, extended the contours of their
interactions in the locality. They become a platform for confluence of different lives
and people, and a means of gathering stories from them. Mehfil is an opportunity
for people to share and create. One of the first mehfil was on ‘laughter’. The children
asked people in the community to recount instances that made them laugh and the
jokes they had heard. Mehfil was also held on music and dance, on conversations
around a fire and on story telling at the Well.
Circulation of texts

A lot of texts have been circulated amongst the children of the club and amongst a
wider audience from the locality. The texts were put on a broadsheet. The broadsheet
has been called Gulak (Sundar Nagri) and Anmol Nishaniyan (Khicripur). They
are sources of excitement. They felt enthused and motivated to see their texts on
the broadsheet. Some of them took the broadsheets to the school, to show to their
classmates and teachers. Some of the comments heard were ‘they have begun to
write so well at this age’, ‘tell us what enables you to write like this’, ‘we often
saw you writing at school and in the locality but didn’t know you write like this’,
‘school is not the only place that teaches you how to read and write. One learns so
many things beyond the school.’
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Engagement with Childhood Concerns

One major theme discussed at the club was rights of the child. The different
dimensions and concerns regarding child rights were discussed. Rights are
inherent part of childhood. The children discussed about the difference between
their rights and duties. They shared in their own way, what their rights were. Like:
right to clean water, love and affection, free time for recreation, clean environment
etc. They articulated their expectations from family, society and the government
Child labour

For many children work in varied forms is a part of their routine. For the family
an extra pair of earning hands is often a real need on which the livelihood of the
household is dependant. With a growing responsibility of contributing to the
family’s livelihood, while childhood is lost a sense of maturity also develops.
While exploring this theme, the children re-visited their experiences and found
an opportunity to explore the lives of others who are engaged with different work
situations, with special focus on those who are out of school and are unable to
spare time to be apart of the club as well.
•

Rahul has been associated with the club for the last year or so. He is a red
chilly vendor at the weekly market, and is keen on writing.

•

Waseem, works as an apprentice in a tailor shop, whenever he has an off
from work he joins his other friends at the club. He takes great interest in
painting.

•

Archana discontinued school after 6th grade. Now at home she folds
wedding cards at piece rate, her grandmother praises her neatness at work.
In between work, she tries to join her friends at the club occasionally.

•

For Jeetu it is difficult to spare time in between work. He is usually busy
during the day unloading the trucks in front of the godowns that store
bananas. Some of the club members are in regular interaction with him; he
tries to write short texts in his free time and shares them with his friends at
the club.

Children felt that child labour prevents the flowering of the potential that lies
within each child, and severely impacts a growing child’s physical, emotional and
developmental needs.
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Child abuse

Child sexual abuse is a lurking danger in everyday social life and is widely
prevalent in different forms. Talking about sexual abuse is difficult because of
the taboo attached to it and because of its invisibility. Yet it is important that such
issues are addressed with the children. Children of the Sunder Nagari club had
a discussion on various sorts of touch they encounter and the feelings attached
with them. They narrated instances they knew of, where uncles touch children in
a way that they feel uncomfortable or a child is fondled in a train journey, or when
young men stare girls from the rooftops or touch them forcefully. Understandably,
there was hesitation in sharing these examples. They felt that such instances made
children scared and tense, and sometimes they are not able to share these with
their families. They felt that the club is one such space where they can share if ever
they experience such a situation; however they expressed a concern for children
who do not find any such space.
The children along with their facilitators participated in the event to mark the
release of the audio book “Sparsh Ke Niyam Sikhiye” (Learn the rules of touch),
developed by Tulir with support from Terres De Hommes. The audio book attempts
to make children aware of the issue and to enable them to protect themselves. It
is in the form of story telling and can be listened to and/or read simultaneously.
Listening to the legal experts, educators, counsellors and activists and watching
the performance the children felt that it was important to address this critical issue
with children, their families, communities and society at large.
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1.3 LIBRARY

When you read stories you are sensitised to the stories that play out
around you. -- Rekha
The library is a space where children engage with books with their erudition, thus
lending new meanings and interpretations to their readings. The library creates
scope for both solitary reflections and collective explorations, it honors differences
and shared understandings, is open to skepticism/ambiguity and clarity/lucidity.
It crafts situations and creates a nurturing ethos for budding writers. They do
not just remain readers but discover the latent writer within each of them. Their
writings reflect their thinking, their lived realities and contexts. The library is a
space for making and remaking of stories. It changes form each day - a space for
listening to stories, a space where stories are being written, a space for plugging
into stories. The stories brimming in the minds of children, stories flowing in the
neighbourhood and stories living in books – all find a space here.

Reading and Writing Practices

A range of reading and writing practices were carried out at the library.
Writing on topics

Children wrote on a range of topics such as - faces, gifts, hiding places, weekly
markets, favourite things, homes, children at work.
Houses in My Neighbourhood

Houses in my lane are of different types -some old, some new, some goodlooking from outside, some different from inside, some are large, some very
different. Staircases are straight as also winding. Some have doorways. Doors
are of iron or wood. Some houses do not have windows on the second and
third floors, long lanes connect the houses.
Word-mapping

One word can have many different associations and meanings. This got illustrated
through the exercise of word mapping. For example, the word ‘silence’ meant so
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many different things - to observe, to weigh and assess, to know, ignoring , an
invitation, listening carefully, being together, difficult moments, thinking, depth,
fear, between questions and answerst generated a lot of discussions and writings.
Listening to Sounds

Sounds are so intertwined with life, so closely woven into different moments of
living that we usually take them for granted without paying much attention to
the varied effects they create on us and our surroundings. To have an intensive
dialogue on sounds means to discover the extraordinary within the ordinary.
Open questions made the members think for themselves, e.g. how does a space
open up through its sounds? How can a space be mapped by its sounds? How
do sounds charge the atmosphere of a space? Which are the sounds that we are
attracted to? How do we connect a sound to its environs without saying much?
The children deliberated around these questions and wrote texts around sounds
in different spaces and sites.
Pictures and drawings

Like words and sounds, pictures/photographs/images can also evoke thoughts
and imagination, and become a source for writing and expression. The children
discussed the pictures and photographs they see at home, in shops, schools,
in newspapers and books. Stories were created around these pictures and
photographs.
Seeing how the children were very keen on drawing the facilitator suggested they
draw things they saw in their everyday lives and as a collective practise this is
evolving into a graphic album of the locality. Activities were pursued to encourage
children to draw from what they actually saw; it could be views of houses from
rooftops, a scene of the weekly local market, and objects in a shop. These activities
also helped them develop a visual sense which they brought to their writings.
Logging

Logging is the practice of describing in detail, drawing upon all is sense. ‘Logging’
a place meant capturing all that is happening there and the changing environment
into word-pictures. Something that is happening all the time around us, is worth
thinking about One only needs a frame with which one can enter it and describe it
from one’s own perspective.
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Boy in a hurry

Sitting in front of the B block lane, I see a boy of about 12 years running on the
road, in a red t-shirt and black pant. Perhaps he is in a great hurry to join his
friends who are playing at the end of the road. His mother is following him and
calling out to him…
The Saturday market

The Saturday market is an especially exciting day, for it means strolling
through the market, after school hours. The market is set-up either on handcarts or on the ground, selling all sorts of things – from garments to watches,
utensils to food items. Its 5 pm now, the crowds have swelled and sounds have
multiplied…….
While doing logging exercises, children got a sense of the possibilities of writing
on anything. It developed in them a keen sense of observation. They developed a
sharp eye for details. They could see things they had not seen before. They could
hear things they had not paid attention to earlier. Their immediate neighborhood
had so many exciting things, so much to evoke their curiosity, to entice their
thoughts and feelings, they had not imagined. Places of their neighborhood
acquired new meanings.

Engagement with Stories
Reading stories aloud

Children were encouraged to read out loud to the group stories that they enjoyed.
They brought into play performance skills by acting out the voices of different
characters and building the atmosphere being evoked in the story by their reading.
The performance of storytelling helped each storyteller feel, understand and
internalise the art of creating a story, as through the performance of story telling
to a group the story teller saw what is connecting to the audience and what is not.
Everybody in turn played the role of listener and everybody in turn developed the
confidence of recounting incidents from their everyday life.
Extending stories

Stories are not limited within the lines in which they are written. They can grow
from all sides. With imagination, one can develop newer stories from the same. Thus
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children were encouraged to think beyond the points where stories start, move on
and end. Stories that might have occurred before the first line of the story being read;
stories that might inhabit the spaces between the lines and the stories that might take
place after the end. New story lines were added to stories they had read.
They wrote up the routines of characters in stories they had read and describing
their personal routines – when they are at home, at school or with their friends in the
locality. Extracting situations from stories, they wrote dialogues that detailed the
interaction between characters in the story, in the chosen situation. Characters of
stories were also rewritten in terms of their characteristics, mannerisms, responses
to situations, relationships with other characters.
A few words were presented to the group and from there on the children used
their imagination to think of stories that took the words, developed a storyline and
then wrote the story. Another exercise was of creating a timeline of the episodes in
the story, to see how the different episodes were linked and led to the emergence
of the story. New stories were created using these timelines. Sometimes, story
boards were created on the stories, using the visuals made by the children.
These exercises enabled them to explore and imagine beyond the text they were
reading.
Writing on words and themes from stories

Words were picked up from the stories and then the practitioners wrote about
them from their own experiences and contexts. They then compared what they
had written with what was there in the story. For example, they picked up the
word ‘lane’ from a story and wrote a text about their neighborhood lane. Then
compared the descriptions of their lane with the lane describe in the story, finding
similarities and differences in atmosphere, and contexts.
My lane

The lane where my home is located, lane is beautiful. My friends also live
here. In summers, people sleep out at night. Lots of activities take place – from
morning till night. The lane changes its character with changing activities.
It is a different ambience when it is time to fill water, when electricity shuts
off, when people are going out for work, when they are sitting for gossip or
for work when a hawker comes and when a festival is being celebrated. The
atmosphere is different each time and it colours the lane.
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Exploring themes in literature

Members engaged in exploring literature in terms of how selected themes found
space in texts. The themes included – moods, crisis, journeys etc. These explorations
went on to relate these themes in literature with the practitioners’ own experience
in everyday life.

Becoming Writers

The reading of books has led to the flowering of children’s imagination. The
practice of writing their own stories has intensified and children are emerging as
authors in their own right. The children wrote not just stories but took up different
forms of writing such as poems, diaries, letters, and interviews.
Numerous stories have been written, and the children are treasuring these texts,
and revisiting them to further hone the pieces. These texts are read out in the
library, keyed in on the computer by the children. Printouts of the stories are bound
into a spiral placed in the library as booklets. The featuring of their stories in the
booklets has given the children an increased confidence in their writing. Vishal
asked his teacher at school to read the story who on reading it, promised to print
it in the school magazine. Vishal was very happy; he feels that he is now a writer.
What stories do you like read...and write?

The children discussed the kind of stories that each one of them liked. Some like
to read detective stories, some like fairy tales, others like to read horror-stories,
and some others enjoyed reading stories about friendships. From this discussion
emerged a suggestion that each try and write the kind of stories that they like to
read.
Overcoming initial inhibitions, they all started writing their stories. Some of the
children wrote stories around ‘friendship’With great care Renu started painting an image of Seema and herself on a
blank piece of paper. She kept wondering if Seema would like this painting
as a gift. Renu wanted to make it beautifully…. On Seema’s birthday Renu
carefully wrapped the painting with a glossy paper and tied it up with a red
ribbon and wrote ‘Happy Birthday’ on it. Renu went to Seema’s birthday
party in the evening. There were many guests at her place and she watched
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them giving gifts to Seema. The place was very well decorated, and there
was loud music and people dancing to it and some singing along. Renu
felt nervous, would Seema really like the painting as a gift? Finally when
Seema opened the wrapping she was delighted to see the painting of both
of them. Seema was touched by all the effort Renu had taken to make that
beautiful painting for her.
- Rekha
Vishal wrote about his friend Abhisek, who was in school with him, who wanted
to become a ‘big man and who was often lost in his dreams’. Vishal now misses the
night-long chats and dreams they had together. Kishan wrote a poem on friends.
Akram, Arman, Safaizae, Sony, Raju and Madhulik are known as the ‘inseparable
six’. Madhulik wrote about their beautiful bonding.
Sadman wrote about his experiences of befriending a bird’s family. There was a soft
nest in the skylight above the stairs. Quietly he gave them grains. He realized that
the little baby-birds made a lot of noise when they saw their mother approaching.
For Sadman, observing and feeding them became a daily routine.
Writing their story of ‘relocation’

As part of Ankur’s larger initiative of recording the stories on the making of SawdaGhevra and peoples initiative; a discussion was held amongst children around the
theme of their memories of their homes in the localities that were demolished,
their shift to Sawda-Ghevra and their early life here, the making of new friends
at Sawda. In this exercise a number of interesting pieces of writing have been
generated.
Rekha wrote a text about how when she was walking with her father in the crowded
Saturday weekly bazaar, she noticed a boy harassing a girl of her age. She pointed
this out to her father, who went up to the boy and scolded him. The boy ran away.
The next day, Aasha met the girl at the bus stop and exchanged names. Since then
Sujata and Aasha remain good friends.
Manisha wrote about how one day a girl named Santosh in her class came to her
and asked for help in solving the problems given to them in class. She first hesitated,
and wondered whether she could solve the problem Santosh was talking about,
and then after studying the problem she explained the problem to Santosh. Since
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then the two of them regularly sit together to solve problems and have become
closest of friends.
Nivesh wrote about how, during the early days when long power cuts in the night
were the norm at Sawda, all the children would come together and play hide and
seek, kabbadi and many such games in the dark.

Community Involvement
Reading-writing in public

With the aim of increasing the impact of the library on the locality, five spaces were
identified by the library members to go to and publicly engage in their reading
and writing practices. Children used different corners of locality for writing – it
could be at the threshold of a household, in the ground, at roadside, at the school
gate or the market. Seeing children engaged on their own in intellectual work has
raised tremendous curiosity amongst people too used to seeing groups of children
engaged in noisy play.
The library reached out to many more children at different pockets by setting up
a reading stall in different places of the locality. Adults also continued to come to
these corners to pick up books. Some people have read several novels. The library
is giving expression to the intellectual life present in these localities.
Wall Magazine

The writings of the members were circulated in the community through a wall
magazine. In Sawda-Ghevra the memories and experiences of those difficult
initial days of resettlement have been sought to be captured in the form of the
wall magazine named ‘Akaar’(Shape). This is an initiative of the entire group at
the library, with the aim of putting together in writing first hand experiences of
everyday happenings in the locality and thus over time document the changing
forms the locality takes up over a period of time.
This wall magazine was put up at some of the shared spaces of the residents in B,
D, G and H Blocks. The residents took keen interest in it. They gave suggestions
for the upkeep and safety of the wall magazine passed at these public sites.
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Mehfil

Children are in the practice of reading out their texts in the library regularly. From
time to time, they hold public reading of their stories. A mehfil was organized
in Sawda-Ghevra where children read out their stories in a public space in the
locality. A display of books was organized, the wall magazine was pasted there and
a microphone and loudspeaker was set up. One by one, the children would come
up to the microphone and read out their stories. The sound of the loudspeaker was
heard in different blocks. People brought charpoys and sat around listening. One
parent remarked that when they were children they heard stories and now after
long time they had got an opportunity to listen to stories. Rekha’s story “Tohfa”
led many to comment on how a gift made by the giver is so much more precious
to receive.
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2. Youth Program

2.1 Young Women’s Collective
The young women’s collective provides a space to young women in marginalized
neighbourhoods to practice their creative expression, and narrate stories of women
in their neighbourhood. The collective values the explorations of young women
as the beginnings of creative practice, and aims to develop them as writers and
creators and through this contribute to greater self-awareness and empowerment.
The idea is that they grow to value the resources within themselves and their living
contexts that will enable them to reach beyond the limited roles that the city lays
out for them.
The young women of the collective are in the process of emerging as creative writers/
creators/researchers. They continue to bring out their various life experiences in
texts. Many a times they pick up the pen to write on their own and at other times
they work around a particular theme. Different practices were undertaken with the
young women for giving them vantage points to draw upon the experience around
them: practices that can excite and provoke them to write. They have taken up small
research works in small groups. They read each other’s texts and give ideas and
feedback to each other. They discover threads emerging from the shared texts that
give them new ideas for their own exploration and expression.

Exploring Themes

The young women explored and generated narratives on the following themes Marks on body/mind

Are the marks on our bodies only on the body or also on the mind? The marks on
our body carry with them stories – birth marks, tattoos, marks on the body that
occur through regular use of something like a wristwatch, marks of injury and hurt.
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Puja said her sister has a red birthmark on her cheek, Lalitha showed the black
mark at the back of her neck. Several members talked about moles and birthmarks
they know of amongst family and friends.
There are marks, which are made for decoration -- mehndi and piercing of nose
and ears. Though tattoos are a modern fashion amongst the elite and fashionable
in society, the young women felt that tattoos are customary and compulsory in
their communities. In one, for instance, girls are not allowed entry into the kitchen
unless they have a tattoo. They spoke about the belief that if a baby prone to
excessive crying has a tattoo on the chin, s/he will cry less. After marriage, often,
women get the name of their husbands’ tattooed to show others (as they do not
speak the names of husbands!)
With tearful eyes, Dipti shared how her mother got burnt when the stove burst,
years back. She has strong marks on the body, which do not allow her to forget
the accident and the trauma that accompanied it. Rakhi showed a mark of a
thorn, which stuck deep in her foot. While discussing injury marks, they narrated
experiences of hurt, and humiliation, for instance when their mother was beaten in
front of guests, when people passed unkind remarks when a young widow in their
lane remarried, when their aunt was blamed for not bearing children. They felt
that marks of such experience, sometimes though not very visible leave a lasting
imprint on our psyche.
Grooming oneself

The young women are fond of dressing and grooming themselves. A range of
responses emerged on the theme of ‘when do I wish to dress up’ - when going out
on the occasion of a wedding or a party, or for a function in school, while going
to the market, on a festival, on the arrival of a guest, while visiting someone and
sometimes ‘just like that’. Often there are restrictions imposed on them vis-à-vis
dressing up; ‘don’ts’, by elders include “don’t wear fashionable clothes”, “don’t
use lipstick as such things get attention” etc. etc. Several girls felt that they are
happy to wear good clothes and wear some make-up, just to feel good, they do it
for them selves and not so much to show others. Why should we dress up only
for others, or why should we wait for our wedding day to wear make-up? Who
knows the in-laws may not like it, so it’s better that “we do what we want now”.
They enjoy buying little things like bangles and bindis out of savings from their
pocket money or earnings. These are things they love to collect and cherish, and fond
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of receiving and giving. Friends and peers are integral to all this.They discuss about
colors and designs of their dresses, they eagerly show their new purchases to each
other and go to the market together. They try out mehndi designs and hairstyles on
each other. They ask for feedback, when they try or buy something new.
The young women walked down memory-lane to come up with stories when they
tried to dress up. Mamta wrote about an incident when she was about five years
old, how she stood on a stool to see herself in the mirror while putting on her
mother’s lipstick. Suddenly the stool toppled over. She had a deep bruise on her
forehead. Arti wrote about how she and her friends secretly carried lipstick, cream
and kajal in their school bags and they put them on during the lunch brake, and
how they laughed and enjoyed while seeing themselves in the bathroom mirror.
Priya wrote a text on ‘going to a wedding’. She is thrilled when her mother
compliments her and says ‘you look beautiful’. The text brought out the
camaraderie in the mother-daughter relationship. Arti wrote in her text how she
tried a skirt at her friend’s place, as she could not do so at her own. She could not
control her desire to do so and finally followed her own mind. The young women
recognise the restrictions on them and try to find ways in which they can stretch
the boundaries and create space for themselves.
A day in our lives

Often we tend to assume a uniformity of routine or women. Writing practices gave
them ample opportunities to delve deep into their selves -- their interpretations
of various events or circumstances of life, their understanding of their own work,
daily routine and the importance to be given to these things. Even an hour of
ordinary work that a young woman hardly gives much importance to, contains so
many things. By writing it down, they realized their own worth.
What do I do between 4 and 5 pm. upon my return from the young women’s
collective.. I start helping mummy with her sewing, finishing the edges of
neck, sleeves etc. My 15 yr. old brother makes tea and brings it to us. Both,
mummy and I catch up on the day’s happenings and before we realize the
cups are empty. While she goes to the market, I tidy up the room, putting
the sewing machine, inch-tape and little pieces of cloth in the corner. Our
room is very small. Hence one corner has to be swept clean to make room
for the ‘kitchen’. I put the ‘dal’ to cook. Meanwhile mummy returns with
vegetable. While she cuts the vegetables, I knead the flour and make the
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rotis. After cooking is done I mop the floor and spread a durrie. Mummy has
to pick up her sewing. I and my brother sit in a corner to study and leave the
centre space for anyone to sit or lie down.”
The simple mundane activities that a young woman finishes in an hour, acquire a
very different meaning, in her own and others’ eyes, when put on paper. Writing
adds self esteem for her role in life.
Also everyone’s reality is different. In different times of their lives and in terms
of specificity of their context a woman’s everyday routine changes. The day is a
glimpse into the life of a woman - a sick woman, a young bride, an old woman, a
single woman, a woman going out to work, an expectant mother, an unmarried
girl, an elderly woman Each life has a different story.
Meenu wrote about her sister who was sick for a long time.
Everyday my sister would cook for all of us, get ready and leave for office.
One day even though we tried to wake her up, she didn’t get up. My mother
tried calling out to her. She had fever. As her sickness got extended over
time, it affected the routine of everyone else in the family.
Another practitioner observed the routine of a pregnant lady over a few days,
noting the way she looks, cooks, gets up, copes with family responsibilities, goes
for a check up, is visited by her mother, gets her clothes altered, etc.
One of the young women wrote a log for a week on her grandmother.
Excerpts from the log:
I wonder why Nani is sitting inside today. I guess her khaat (cot) lying
outside in the open must be waiting for her. Now like everyday she has
come out and is sitting on the khaat. Every passer by greets her ‘ram-ram’.
She comments on people walking up and down the road. Just a while ago, a
little boy running around bare foot too got a thrashing from Nani.
When does the everyday rhythm of our life change: what are the situations and
incidents the make a day distinct from other days? Situation like when someone is
sick, when a prospective bridegroom’s family visits the home, when a child is born
in the family. Sometimes new, exciting things happen during the day and add to
the pace of the day. The young women wrote about such a day in their lives. At
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first, they found it difficult to identify the change in the pace of a day in their life.
But then they wrote about days when the pace of the household changes. This
underlined how incidents/events in a family usually involve all the members and
affect their routine.
Ammi told me that the boy’s family was coming to see me the next day,
and there was lot of work to do, the whole house had to be cleaned, she
asked me to climb the machan and take out bedcovers and pillow covers and
iron them. Saying this, she started taking down the brass utensils. I started
feeling a little nervous. I climbed the machan and opened the bundle and
found them, but there were only two instead of three. Ammi instructed my
sister to Nargis to get tablecloth. She said, Nargis please use your hands
fast, if you work like the way you are doing, you can’t complete the work in
even 2-3 days. -- Mustari
Shared spaces for women

Some of the young women concentrated on the different shared spaces for women
and young girls in their locality. The idea was to explore the different facets of
these spaces – the way they came into being, the kinds of conversation that make
these spaces alive, the personalities who make these spaces, the uniqueness of
each space.
Unlike the staircase, the khat is a temporary ‘shelter’. It is mobile. Sometimes it is
lying in the courtyard or gali, sometimes on the terrace and sometimes in the room.
It stands near the wall during rainy season. In winter it keeps shifting so that one
can get maximum sunlight often it lies near the door and several women, after
finishing the day’s work, sit relax and gossip, even with passersby.
The beauty parlour is a space for woman to groom themselves. This space offers
the women who visit some private time for themselves, and an opportunity for
interaction and some times intimate conversations. For the woman who runs a
parlour, it is an expression of her entrepreneurship and a great responsibility. For
the trainees, it is a space to practise their skills, to master the art. Practitioners
interacted with the different women and documented about the beauty parlour as
a shared space.
Women use a bench in front of the only kirana (grocer) store run by a woman in
the locality as a shared space. Women sit there when they come to buy groceries,
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or just to while away time, talk and gaze at the people passing by and share news
about the happenings in the locality with each other. A practitioner visited the site
for two weeks and wrote a log of the space, trying to see the happenings there and
how news of the world and incidents in the locality find their presence in this space.
Another practitioner wrote about cart of Rani Aunty that draws different women.
Rani Aunty used to sell sweets and toffees for children, cigarettes and tobacco
for adults and various knick-knacks on a thela (cart). As more shops were
opened around where she set up shop, the number of customers dwindled,
preferring to choose from the wider range of things available at the stores.
Rani Aunty’s shop on the thela had to eventually close business, but she
still regularly came to her thela. What brings Rani Aunty to her thela is
the woman who would gather to chat, as soon as Rani Aunty makes her
appearance at the thela, which has thus become a shared space of a unique
kind.
One of the practitioners wrote about a rickshaw used as a site for meeting of young
women
In the space in front of my house many rickshaws are parked. In our
neighbourhood we do not have terraces where we can sit. So in winter
throughout the day and in summer in the cool of the evening young women
sit on the rickshaws to chat. We talk about films, TV serials, and things
happening at home. This space is by the road so we also gaze at the people
passing by, commenting on women’s jewellery and clothes. We lived close
to Mayur Vihar and fashionable young women from there often pass by
wearing high heels, we wonder if we would be able to walk wearing heels.
When we see a particularly nice design of a dress we would try to get a similar
set for ourselves. Next month after my gauna, I will go to my husband’s
home in the village, I will remember this place vividly. - Chandini
Park as a Public space

The word ‘park’ conjures up images of a public space for strolling, greenery,
grounds, and benches. People of all ages come to a park for some time – during
which they have encounters with strangers that sometimes develop into friendship
and at others remain momentary interactions. Some visit a park regularly, others
once in a while.
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The practitioners visited the big Sanjay Lake park close to their neighbourhood
linked to several neighbourhoods of East Delhi.
They observed some were doing the work taken on contract, making necklaces,
embroidery pieces. Others had knitting wool and needles in their hands. When
asked why they came to this particular park, some of the responses were - for
fresh air, to enjoy the warm winter sun, to relax after finishing household work, to
watch the different scenes at the park, to sit together with other women, to do the
work they take on contract, to collect dry branches for fuel etc.
Some of the comments that they received from the women sitting in the park In the winters we come in afternoons and in summers during the evening.
During monsoon, the park looks lovely.
When the children leave for school, I am alone at home.
I am unable to pass my time, so I come here and feed the ducks and ants.
I come here whenever my grandchildren come from Hauz Khas.
Everyone had different stories to tell about the park, how once it was a jungle, how
it was transformed into a park, its inauguration by Sanjay Gandhi, how the park
changed over time, the cultural fairs and yoga camps that have been held there etc.
The park has been a part of the everyday routine of persons like Pushpa who has
been coming here since the last 25 years.
Women and Work

The practitioners shared their texts on women and work, reflected on them
collectively and rewrote them. This added to the richness and density of their texts.
The texts create a collage of the myriad dimensions of the world of work, the ways
in which young women/women navigate the world – first days at work, pace of
daily routine, off day, the journeys, awkward moments, self learning, accidents,
anticipation of work, new friendships, signs of transformation within self and
family, what others say, conversations with friends about work, relationships with
the employer/customer.
These explorations brought forth unique friendships, anxieties, unrelenting
initiatives etc. Many of the texts have been compiled into the booklet ‘Udhedbun’.
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As a child I had a knack to tailor my old worn out clothes and give them a
new shape. Slowly I realized that I really enjoyed stitching clothes, I would
notice other aunties stitching and would then try on my own with my
grandmothers and my mother’s worn out sarees. Slowly I gained confidence
and started stitching with new cloth. They turned out to be nice, which
gave me greater confidence and my friends started placing order to get their
clothes stitched by me. Thus over the years even without any formal training
I learnt tailoring clothes. Now I get orders from my neighbours.” -- Asma
I opened my shop with a lot of hope and anticipation. I had thought that I
would open the shop early and keep it open till late evening. However what
happened was just the opposite. Not even a bird came. My eyes were looking
at the doorway. I recounted the laughter of the trainees. Maybe I should go
and buy cosmetics, for the material had finished, I thought. -- Sakshi
Whether she has a work or not my mother gets up at 5 a.m. She works as a
daily wager, as a construction worker. During monsoons she has to stay at
home for people avoid construction during this season. So, most of her time
is spent At home. Yet, like everyday she gets up at 5 in the morning and
does all household work. At nine, everyday she goes in search of work, visits
masons. If she doesn’t, she comes and sleeps. Then again she goes in search
of work at 4 o’clock and if she doesn’t find work, she comes and sleeps. It
seems she is covering for her lost sleep of several months.
Most people –men and women living in these marginalized communities
have to work at different jobs – sometimes at the same time and sometimes at
different times. It is tough to make both ends meet. They are willing to take
up any work that pays something. Wrote one practitioner about one such
women
Like several others, Kanta is game for any work. She earns Rs. 150 half a day
of polio-vaccination survey when available. Sometimes she teaches children
for Rs. 400 p.m. for short periods of 6 months. Often she gets piece-work for
putting falls on sarees or attaching sequins to a garment. She is always on
the look out for any work that pays something, one has to earn more, and
otherwise it is difficult to survive.
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At the work place there is always a relationship – good or bad – between the
employee and the employer, and it keeps changing. So many a times, she
agrees to the conditions laid down by the employer. Sometimes, keeping her
wits about her, she negotiates good terms for herself.
A slightly educated woman has a better value in the job market. For instance,
Rekha failed in XI, but she can read and understand a bit of English also.
When she applied for the job of an ayah to two small children of a pilot,
she was asked to read the names of some medicines on the lablels of bottles,
which she was able to do. She could read newspapers. She could also write
and recognize words. This got her the job. Her employer was nice. He
advised her “why should you say you are XI fail? Why don’t you say ‘I am
X pass”. Rekha liked that. Another member of her family was taken as the
care-giver for the grandmother. So, with three members working, Rekha has
a good income of Rs. 18000-Rs. 20,000.
Meals, kitchen and cooking

The young women grappled with the theme themselves, and with the women in
their neighbourhood. The theme gave them a new pretext to enter homes in their
neighbourhood and create a context for extending conversations.
The group researching this theme consisted of members who like photography,
enjoyed cooking, and those who could give time to visit households for a couple
of hours. This research was undertaken along with a volunteer from Germany, so
a translator was required. Two of the young women of the collective played the
role of the translator. People of the community helped in the translation too, such
as Heeralal who has been a cook in a hotel and knows how to attend to foreign
customers and a tutor. The group planned how they will visit homes in pairs.
They observed the kitchens in their community. Each household has a kitchen
that is laid out according to specific needs and tastes. They noted how they were
arranged, organised and maintained the kind of meals and ways of preparing
food; the spice and ingredients used and their storage etc. They were welcomed
in most houses, at a few people wondered why they would want to peek inside. In
some homes, kitchen is in the one room they have, and the kitchen space becomes
the space to sleep at night. In others, the chulah is outside the house. There are
make shift/mobile/permanent kitchens.
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They listed words associated with kitchens and cooking. The list included - flac,
wait a special request, humiliation/irritation, duty, smells, talent/art/skill,
time constraints, conversations, tiredness, appreciation, joy, jugaad, learning,
togetherness, sharing, giving, expected/unexpected guests, recipes/cooking
programs, precautions/restrictions, dilemma, curiosity, celebration, occasions,
interference. Stories can emerge from each of these words.
A picture or a photograph need not be ours. We can relate our thoughts and
imaginations to the characters, objects, situations in the pictures through. Pictures
lend themselves to multiple interpretations. For example, there was a picture in
which a little girl was taking dough from the woman in the kitchen. Some of the
interpretations were - they are working together in the kitchen, she is learning to
cook from her mother, she is assisting her mother, maybe she is enjoying making
rotis, she is getting ready for her future role, she is enjoying today but will not
later, when she grows up she will dislike this work. From there some of them
wrote about their experiences in childhood with cooking – I learnt to cook at the
age of six: I loved playing with the dough and making rotis of different shapes
and sizes: I used to be thrilled when I made a circular roti etc. They could relate
themselves to the pictures, and through them travelled back into time.
Texts written by the young women were on themes like – when guests arrived,
‘dilchaspi’ (interest), achanak aye mehman (unexpected guests), rasoi – khas din
ki taiyari (kitchen – a special day), pehli tareef (first appreciate), beti ka birthday
(daughter’s birthday), pichki matar (crushed peas), khana banane wali beemar (when
the lady who cooks is sick). Sakshi wrote about how seeing her aunt in the kitchen
she tried her hand at cooking, she felt good when her grandpa appreciated the
first meal she cooked. Shalu in her narrative questions why the girls are forbidden
from pressing and eating raw peas, while boys aren’t? Mamta recounted how she
prepared a meal for an unexpected guest. Though she did not know well how to
cook, she closed her eyes and tried to remember the way her mother prepares a
vegetable. Pooja wrote about her grandpa being unhappy with the pea vegetable
as it slides from his mouth and its difficult for him to swallow it. Some of these
narratives were gathered from women as they sat in small groups and chatted.
Conversations were held with women by just being with them and helping them
in peeling garlic, cutting vegetables with them etc.
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They created a visual documentation of the world of food and made different
folders - the process of preparing the food, for e.g. chapattis; the daily routine in
relation to preparation of food, meal times/spaces for meals, food preparations on
special occasions and community festivals, sources to collect ingredients from etc.
In one of the exchanges, the women recounted that a few years ago they had made a
tandoor in the corner of a park. Whenever the women came to make tandoori rotis
they got a chance to converse, sometimes they exchanged recipes, discussed the
taste and flavour of the food they had cooked, appreciated each other. However,
now this tandoor is only in their memories for MCD has removed it from the park
and there isn’t enough space in anyone’s house to put up a tandoor. It is ironic
how public authorities prevent creative utilization of a public space.
The gift of everyday celebrations

The sister of my friend was celebrating her marriage anniversary. I was at
a loss to think of a gift. I had only Rs. 50/- with me. My friend’s family is
economically well off. I thought to myself ‘what can I buy for them, with such a
small amount.’ Another friend had bought a lipstick worth Rs. 35. She advised
me to buy bangles. I bought them alright but felt very uneasy while going to
present them to ‘didi’. She spotted me and gave me such a surprise. She took
the bangles excitedly touched them to her forehead and exclaimed “oh! This is
what I wanted.” I was so pleasantly relieved. We sang and enjoyed the evening
immensely.
The extraordinariness of ordinary activities or things is celebrated in the collectives
in many ways to inculcate values and enhance attributes.
Drinking tea is an essential part of everyday life. Tea is popular with all peopleyoung and old, men and women, rich and poor. Members of the collective came
up with the idea of dialoguing with people on the theme of ‘Tea’. Discussions were
held on different dimensions of tea – regions where it is produced, different tastes,
(e.g. light, bitter, sweet, salty), diverse ways of making tea (e.g. with cardamom,
lemon, tulsi, ginger), utensils needed to prepare, snacks that accompany teadrinking and the sound and conversations that accompany drinking tea. They
interacted with a tea stall vendor owner, took photographs and painted the shop.
Passers by were intrigued to see it. Rich texts emerged through this exercise,
reflecting the universality and diversity of drinking tea
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Rising prices

The young women researched how the rising prices were affecting their families
and communities. The texts written by the young women revolved around
questions like –When household expenses increase from Rs. 1000 to Rs. 1200, what
are the heads from which we reduce expenses? When the bread-winner loses his/
her job, how does the family cope with essential household expenses? How much
do we need to each to survive? What changes occur in times of such crises? What
does a space look like when factories and workshops are shut down?
The young women shared their family experiences- how for instance they hear
their parents worrying about making both ends meet, the prices of pulses, rice and
sugar are spiraling out of control, how to feed the family is a crucial questions.
Earlier, my mother used to bring snacks, biscuits etc. when she brought
ration, but now she says ‘make do with roti-dal, other things are out of
bounds for us
Maa doesn’t know why ration has become so expensive. She fights with the
shopkeepers. She tries to find the rates from different shops. The shopkeeper
tells her that he has not increased the prices. He himself buys them more
expensive, so he is helpless. Maa tries to understand these things.
My friend had to leave school because her father can no longer afford to buy
books and notebooks.
Every now and then prices of many things are increased. Correspondingly,
papa does not get a raise in his salary; neither does he have a permanent job.
He is always worried.
We are 4 sisters and a brother. Papa lost his job. Gradually all of us sisters
started to work, in a factory, or selling small products, or putting sequins
on shirts for export. When my mother went to look for a job, papa was
furious. They had a big fight. Papa does not like that women of the family
should work. Mummy feels bad that her young daughters, who should have
been in school, have to go out to work. But then, what is the choice. Papa
also had to compromise.
8th March – women’s day

During the last several decades, many civil society organizations have come
together to celebrate 8th March – International Women’s Day. In a workshop the
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young women discussed about the history and significance of 8th March, experiences
of young women in neighbourhood and the city, issues of discrimination and
violence. As the focus of the program this year, was on rising prices, there were
discussions on issues of unemployment/underemployment, rising prices and
their linkage with larger economic policies. The young women could well identify
with the issue.
Based on their research on the impact of rising prices on their locality, a collective
text was prepared containing short snippet, to read out at the event. They made
slogans, wrote them on placards, that were carried in the rally. They participated
in the rally enthusiastically. When they read out their snippets, it struck a chord
with the audience and they received applause from the gathering. As they put it
“We felt that we are not alone. There are others like us who are struggling and
thinking.”
Overall the exposure helped enhance their confidence and articulation and
deepened their understanding of how larger issues affect their lives.
The World of the Visual
Photographs

The practitioners at the young women’s collective worked with photographs to
explore the world of women. The young women made a collage of the photographs
reflecting different facets of women’s lives. They wrote about the situations/
incidents from their own lives that connect with the photograph. Thus the
photograph became a take off point for unfolding of their worlds and experiences.
A two-day workshop on photography was held with the young women, to learn
about distance, playing with light, and framing. Each practitioner took photographs
and these were discussed.
Photo-booth as Conversation Starter

The creativity and art of each member can be displayed through an innovative
structure like a ‘photo-booth’. But what is a photo booth? Can we make it with
chiks? Things that are considered useless can be used to make one. Rags of cloth
from a garment-factor, broken bangles from a bangle-shop, old bindis, tangled
threads and wool etc. were used to make this structure. The members felt that
it should be kept at the terrace, to get a feeling of openness. Women from the
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neighborhood could be invited to get their pictures clicked. They could get
pictures clicked of their faces, gifts and other special things, tattoo marks, injury
marks, friends, family portraits. They could create their own poses, express their
aspirations, experiment with their dresses and have fun. The young women
conceptualized the outer and inner design of the photo-booth.

Skill Enhancement
Building Computer skills

When asked what would they like to learn from computer workshops, they said –
I want to take out copies of my texts and want to le
arn how to design them; how to design garments; want to learn painting, especially
mixing of colors. The young women have become familiar with the basics of
computers through period workshops. They have been introduced to newer
software and hard ware. A weeklong workshop was held at all the three centres
on software’s like GIMP etc. This has helped the members to design their own
texts and images, animation and other techniques. Some of the young women now
type their own texts. They loved doing painting. Though they were hesitant to ask
questions earlier, they become confident later and often came before time. They
saw how to play a game on the computer. They learnt to save paintings, those
who couldn’t attend the workshop, learnt from others and thus practice what they
had learnt. They open the computer and look at their previous works; their typing
speed has also increased. They practice old and new things they have learnt.
Skills in designing garments

The young women are learning newer skills in designing and tailoring. They took
keen interest in stitching, specially garments of daily use like salwar kameez, blouses,
petticoats, skirts etc. They came up with their own designs and are becoming more
and more proficient with each passing day. Some others are refining their skills
so that it can be used in a more enterprising fashion. They created new designs
of sleeves and neck in a kurta. They created new necklines, embellishments – the
designs that they create on piece rate works, they improvised and used on their
own garments. Neck designs were created on cardboard cutouts of necks. They
looked at magazines, tailors’ showrooms and T.V. serial to get new ideas. They
first experimented on old clothes and garments, before making their new dresses.
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Old cloth pieces and ‘waste’ accessories were used imaginatively to create small
bags, purses and wall-hangings. They were thrilled to wear the clothes that they
had designed for themselves.
They undertook a close observation and documented the work local tailors. They
interacted with those women in particular who take stitching orders from the
locality. Some very fascinating details about their work came up. Specially when
discussed about their initial days of work, how they picked up the skill, their
routine etc.
25-30 young women participated in a workshop of a traditional embroideryprocess called “Sujani”, from Bihar. It is very creative way of using old cloth,
weaving running stitch of different colour threads. The young women were quick
to pick up the skill. They created beautiful pictures of birds, animals and trees
on cloth panels, which can be used to make a pillow-cover, a sheet or a dress. At
Anandgram, the venue of the workshops they also got to see the craft museum
which houses traditional textiles and other arts. They could see the difference
between handicraft and mechanization, between things produced by hands and
things produced by machine. They shared with their peers what they had learnt.
They created new pieces.
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2.2 Cybermohalla
Mohalla Media Lab

Mohalla media labs run in Dakshinpuri and JP Colony. Around 25 to 30 young people
have been engaged with the labs in each of these locations. Their practice involves
creating and regularly updating a personal diary, which serves as their first forms of
expression. It is through these that they generate concepts to understand experience,
perceptions and material life. From working ideas they move on to expanding their
minor projects through creating sound files, images, animations and text which could
find their way into an audio programme, an audio-visual or a text which is then
circulated through a wall magazine, stickers or posters. These minor projects through
a process of circulation feed into the material production that is suitable for wider
dissemination.

Neighborhood studio
Neighbourhood studio @ Dakshinpuri

The Dakshinpuri studio remained a lively hub of conversations and meetings
through the year. Even as the studio remained in intense dialogue with LNJP
throughout the year, Lakhmi, Rakesh and Love, the three practitioners continued
their conversations and writing projects. The print publication planned on “Media
Environments” is anchored deeply in the questions being thought through at the
DP studio, especially by Lakhmi and Love, and the LNJP practitioners are now
slowly joining in these conversations. Rakesh, and Rabiya Quraishy from LNJP
are now working on a series of drawings towards the graphic novel planned for
later this year from these writings.
The blog, http://ek-shehr-hai.blogspot.com by Rakesh and Lakhmi, has continued
as a platform for sharing texts, videos, drawings, reflections. It now has a clear
presence in the Hindi blogo sphere, as is evident from the growing number of
“followers” of the blog, as well as comments posted on the blog.
Lakhmi is also working on a full length manuscript about the making of
Dakshinpuri. This is something that grew out of his explorations around media
environments, and through conversations and discussions around Jaanu Nagar
and Azra Tabassum’s writing projects.
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Neighbourhood Studio @ LNJP

Today I got to know for the first time of the relief that comes after your
survey gets done. This relief isn’t really a comfort, friends you too will know
this soon. Before today we used to think, it’ll get done, it’ll happen. But now
when our name has been added to that list from which some will be picked
and others left out, our thoughts have turned to which list we will make it
to next. Our name is now in the sight of those who will make a selection. Do
you understand what it means to know your name is being looked upon by
those who have the power to sort and trim lists? With having been surveyed,
we are now in the same predicament as those who were surveyed before us.
-- Azra Tabassum, LNJP Lab/Studio
In mid-2009 when the Municipal Corporation of Delhi conducted the predemolition survey in LNJP, practitioners at the LNJP studio and lab worked hard,
moving from door to door, to ensure the documents of all those who live in the
neighbourhood are in order, so that the encounter of the neighbourhood with the
survey teams is more confident. Hundreds of residents came to the lab through
the period of the survey, to organise their documents and sometimes just for a
quiet moment and simple conversation. These months were difficult, because
the precarity of this old informal settlement chiselled away at everyday life and
conceptions of the future of each of the inhabitants of LNJP.
They were also challenging months, as the practitioners tussled with the form their
writings should take at a time like this. How should a space which defines itself
as an intellectual hub in the neighbourhood address the neighbourhood it grew
out of? A deep contest engulfs the survey process, and can be understood as a
fine balance between what many inhabitants call the neighbourhood’s capacity of
“pardedari” (to keep in veil) on the one hand, and on the other, the survey’s attempt
to make “pardarshi” (transparent). For the practitioners, the challenge was to find
metaphors, ways of telling stories, images, drawings etc through which to speak to
this understanding. Between May and July 2009, the LNJP lab created roughly 20
wall magazines for circulation within the neighbourhood which would respond
to this.
Fiction, interviews, photo albums were drawn from and curated into short,
playful and thoughtful narratives about how city dwellers think in the face of
adversity and the affection and regard they retain for one another in difficult times.
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Produced in Hindi, the wall magazines were translated into Urdu at the studio, by
Azra Tabassum, for circulation among the elderly residents of the neighbourhood.
Several wall magazines were also then circulated in Sawda-Ghevra.
Some of the drawings were later incorporated into Trickster City. An active archive
of about 100 facades of houses was drawn, with accompanying annotations from
conversations with residents.

Exhibition

It was from the rigour and specificity of its experience during these several months
that the LNJP studio looked back afresh at the eight years of Cybermohalla they
were then invited to “Insiders – Practices, Customs, Know-How”, Musée d’art
Contemporain, Bordeaux, to create the work “So That Affection for the City
Endures’’. For the exhibition, one hundred A4 sheets were created with annotations,
drawings, creative processes, texts and photographs for a wall display.
A4 is a ubiquitous form, be it making notes, working with a printer or a photocopier.
A4 notations are fragments from Cybermohalla’s practice, discussions and notes
over the last eight years. Pasted on a wall in a lane an A4 sheet with notations can
be a poster, an announcement, a wall magazine. Put together with other A4 sheets
and bound together, it becomes a draft manuscript to be read and commented
upon, or even a self-help book for self-learners.
A broadsheet was also produced alongside the A4 sheets.

Writing Projects and Neighbourhood Studies

All through the last year, the writing projects undertaken by different practitioners
were brought into sustained discussions by all the Cybermohalla practitioners.
Jaanu’s writings on Ghevra, Azra’s writings on the making of LNJP (or the life
of Zaheera Nani), Neelofar’s writings from conversations with Shahista Baaji,
Babli’s writings from conversations with Bhuri Maiyya (as also writings on media
environments by Love and on Dakshinpuri by Lakhmi) were brought into serious
dialogue and debate.
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The structure roughly followed was – The writers would circulate spiral bound
copies of their writings atleast a month before they wanted the group to gather and
discuss it. Each practitioner would also select her/his group depending on her/
his understanding of the nature of the conversation desired. (Eg, Azra’s discussion
was with a smaller group of seven, while the discussion on Jaanu’s manuscript
was with a larger group of about 22 practitioners). The discussants were requested
to bring their responses to the table and, significantly, in every discussion, the
manuscripts gained immensely and have gone into a round of revision by each of
the writers, or a further spiral of writings involving different practitioners.
Each spiral-bound manuscript is not expected to become a full-fledged book. Yet
there is good hope of a book-length manuscript by Azra and also Lakhmi in the
coming months. Jaanu’s writings were later edited together with further writings
by Babli, Suraj and Shamsher as a short collection which will be published by
Penguin as part of its city anthology. Love’s writing on media environments has
elicited a series of reponses by many practitioners, and all of this will go into the
making of the graphic novel, as mentioned above.
Yashoda has written a draft of her writings on Damdar Auratein (Strong Willed
Women). She has been in conversation with Uday Prakash, an internationally
renowned and awarded author in the Hindi language, on her writings. Uday
Prakash is mentoring Yashoda in developing her writings into a book that would
be introduced by him.

Hub

Permission is still awaited from the Municipal Corporation of Delhi for land for
construction of the Hub. Meanwhile, work on the book, tentatively titled “A Hub
in the City”, which will accompany the opening of the Hub, is currently underway.
In terms of representation, it is a complex book, as it will intervene in established
architectural, artistic, educational discourses.
Emerging from a long duration and ongoing practices of Cybermohalla and
planned to be located now in the new resettlement colony of Sawda-Ghevra,
the Hub and its punctuation as public infrastructure will open up fresh debates
in artistic practices, spaces for artistic practice and so substantially intervene in
discourses of what is art, how it is produced and where it circulates etc.
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Simultaneously, Cybermohalla, through a series of texts and images, will initiate
a dialogue with Zak Kyes (a Swiss-American graphic designer based in London)
and Matthias Görlich (Darmstadt- and Zurich-based communication designer,
educator and researcher), who have been invited into this by Hirsch (one of the
two architects). Zak and Matthias will respond to this image-text constellation
through a design essay (which may take the form of a broadsheet, or a magazine,
or a booklet, etc).
They will propose an intermediate publication which, following a round of
discussions with Cybermohalla, will then be sent to artists, educators, urban
researchers, poets, writers, architects, etc globally, eliciting their response.
This response could range from a series of questions they pose back to Cybermohalla,
to essays or texts or image-text constellations elaborating on, debating with, etc
from their own specific contexts.
Meanwhile Cybermohalla will continue to write and formulate their understanding
and research on the city, including Ghevra, where the Hub will be located and
their own questions and practices. The attempt here is to share an understanding
of the Hub as a membrane and how Cybermohalla practices and the context of
Ghevra fold into each other. What are the vectors in this intersection? That is the
exploration.
Once responses from our global interlocutors arrive, CM will think with them,
respond to them, elaborate and debate. This will involve translations between
Hindi and English. All of these – Cybermohalla’s first proposition, further writing,
responses from interlocutors and Cybermohalla engagement with them – will be
the polyphonic text that will constitute the material for “A Hub in the City”.
Trickster City: Writings from the belly of the metropolis

“Trickster City: Writings from the belly of the metropolis”, an English
translation of “Bahurupiya Shehr”, written by 20 Cybermohalla practitioners,
was published by Penguin Books (India).
It must be said that these two words – ‘surprise’ and ‘capacity’ – are vital
for understanding any environment or context, and to find one’s own
connection with it. To surprise, to think the intangibles in life and in force of
life, and ones capacity to search new directions within them – these indicate
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the quality of one’s life. – From the text presented by the writers at the
launch of Trickster City
Trickster City chronicles the difficult period of loss of home and livelihood in the
city through urban eviction, encounters with the agencies of the state, love stories
gone awry, the fragility of relationships, and the sustained effort to build life in
anticipation of beauty and pleasure. As a publication, it announces Cybermohalla
practitioners as independent writers, not framed only and simplistically through
the idea of a “project”. The book climbed to the first position on the bestseller series
in Delhi in March, where it stayed for two weeks, and is still on the “recommended
reading” list of several bookshops. Within two months of its release, the book
received numerous reviews. It has been reviewed by 14 newspapers and journals,
including the Hindu, Deccan Chronicle, Tehelka, Hindustan Times, Indian Express
and DNA. These reviews have also circulated virally internationally through
innumerable blogs.
The marvel of this book is difficult to pinpoint. It has a richness of recorded
detail from the belly of a modern Indian metropolis. Its emotional range is
large, from humour (as in the opening story, Jaanu Nagar’s Delhi Liner)
to empathy (Neelofar’s My Mother’s Dread) to essay (Suraj Rai’s Having
Seen it From Close)... Perhaps most impressive is the fact that Trickster
City has no bad guys, not the police, not the state, not even the bulldozers.
- From a conversation with the writers by Raghu Karnad in Time
Out Delhi February 2010 at http://www.timeoutdelhi.net/books/
book_feature_details.asp?code=86
...the fragments that make up Trickster City are no simple autobiographical
narratives, content to depict worlds familiar to themselves (and unfamiliar to
us). They are pieces of carefully crafted prose, engagements with experience:
their own and others’. These are writers who have grappled long and hard
with the gap between life and narrative, and do not promise any objective
‘truth’. If Anand wants to escape the unreflective snappiness of news reports,
Azra is keen that her writing be a product not simply of what happened but
of “[her] struggle with what happened”. -- From a conversation with the
writers in Tehelka (by Trisha Gupta), March 13, 2010 at
http://www.tehelka.com/story_main44.
asp?filename=hub130310slum_doggerel.asp
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Quite simply, Trickster City is a lovely book. It deserves to be read and it is no
surprise that it has found its place on a number of bestseller lists. – Review
by Urvashi Butalia in Deccan Chronicle, March 14, 2010 at
http://www.deccanchronicle.com/supplementary/ephemeralstories-about-love-lives-802
Trickster City is part reportage, part travelogue and all heart. Written with a
robustness that can come only from direct experience, this collection of tales,
of lives lived is mandatory reading for anyone who wants to understand Delhi
fully. -- Read this review by Namita Bhandare in Hindustan Times,
March 19, 2010 at http://www.hindustantimes.com/lifestyle-news/
books/When-life-offers-you-lemons/Article1-521060.aspx
When the first fleet of bulldozers rumbled into Nangla Macchi, a 150-acre
settlement sitting on fly-ash deposits near Pragati Maidan, and Rai sat
down to write about the demolition, he realised he had no words to describe
what he felt. “The words that make my vocabulary were too weak to express
those emotions. I knew what I experienced needed a lexicon different from
the one handed down to me by newspapers. But that lexicon has not yet
come into being in this city,” he writes... But while writing so, Rai may
have unwittingly helped create that lexicon. Trickster City brings together
20 writers, including Rai, to create that new language to describe Delhi. -Read this review by Uma Vishnu in Indian Express, March 20, 2010 at
http://www.indianexpress.com/news/newcity-oldwalls/593231/0

I tried listing the pieces I really liked and saw myself copying the table of
contents. -- Read this review by Amandeep Sandhu in Business world,
March 26, 2010 at http://www.businessworld.in/bw/2010_03_26_
Melodies_Of_Unheard_Voices.html

At Penguin’s Spring Fever Festival, a weeklong festival that ended 22nd March
2010, the final session, featuring writers of Trickster City, William Dalrymple, Sam
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Miller and Mahmood Farooqui and Danish Hussain, was called “Trickster City”.
The session was attended by about 250 people.
The release of the book and its reception by the public and the press is for the
Cybermohalla practitioners, a collective benchmarking of thinking and practicing
together. Conversations are on at the moment for its international publication in
English, as well as possible translations into German and Hebrew.
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3. Community Program

3.1 Archive at Sawda
The archive at Sawda records the making of an emerging settlement. It documents
the present, the contemporary so as to make it a part of the collective memory of
Sawda. It takes note of the happenings and turning points in the neighborhood. It
absorbs the transformation of the different facets of life in Sawda, and the creative
strides and efforts of people in building their lives. The archive has emerged as a
dynamic space that continues to grow and connect with more and more people in
various ways and is a resource to the community..

Recording the Making of Sawda
Compilations of texts and visuals

The following list indicates the records kept at the archives:
1. 22 files of photocopies of important documents of people
2. 33 files pertaining to documents pertaining to Sawda-Ghevra – texts, documents,
details of government schemes, maps.
3. 20 photo albums containing images pertaining to the memories of Nanglamachi,
the making of Sawda, childhood, festivals and the bazaar in Sawda.
4. A total of 104 folders of digital photography. 12 pertaining to 2006-07, 57
pertaining to 2008, and 35 pertaining to 2009.
5. 12 folders with digital maps
6. 6 folders pertaining to video clippings capturing images of weddings, festivals
and images from the settling of Sawda.
7. 5 spirals bound notebooks of writings by facilitators and practitioners on
different aspects of Sawda Ghevra. 40-50 of these texts have been put on the
Sawda blog at http://newdelhi81-blogspot.com
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Tracking changes

The archive has come up with a practice of recording significant events, issues and
moments on a flip chart. The chart not only provides information of latest events
but also provokes visitors to the Archive to share their own information.
For example extracts from the chart in Oct.-Nov. include the following:
9 October 2009: The construction work of the C block Masjid has started.
12 October 2009: MCD Health Department officials visited Sawda-Ghevra
23 October 2009: Chatt puja organized in B block
25 October 2009: A performing cyclist started week long feat in C block
10 November 2009: The boundary wall of the C block green belt has been built
27 November 2009: CSI mobile dispensary arrived for free dental health camp
30 November 2009: Mahavir Singh Dayal, Headmaster of primary school retires

Texts

Different dimensions of people’s lives and the gradual transformation of Sawda
have been captured in texts that have been written.
These texts record aspects of lives beyond the dry record of facts, and carry within
them textures of life near impossible to capture without the creativity and emotion
of people involved. Major changes witnessed at Sawda were written about, such as
laying of roads, opening of another primary school, new constructions, beginning
of election campaign, emerging shared spaces, sawda‘s own powerhouse, the
festivals and celebrations, jagrans and mehfils, the community center getting built,
arrival of new families etc.
The texts acquired by the archive include a piece on “Naseem Ji’ Strange Persona”
– a person who changes his trade on an almost weekly basis. Another piece entitled
“Initiative” which talks about Khalil Ahmad’s efforts to solve issues of transfer of
ration cards to Sawda, arranging supply of water through tankers to Sawda. A
piece entitled “Bus” has an evocative way of describing the purpose with which
people travel in the buses that leave Sawda:
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Some have veiled faces, burkha clad and on their way to their maike. Some
had come to Sawda to pick up their ration; their names are registered here
though they do not live here. A young boy was off to see his father who
lived alone in rented accommodation near their demolished house because
his job was there. He would be returning by the late night bus after helping
his father as he had to go to school the next day. His father came to visit the
family at Sawda once a week.
A text on the uncertainties of weather affecting the people of the P98 list who live
in vulnerable shacks can be seen in this next piece:
The wind began to rise, its sound growing shrill. Buffets of air hit the
surrounding houses rattling the roofing sheets and shaking the tarpaulin
coverings. The trees began swinging in the sky, the branches and leaves
sounding a hurried drone. Slowly the storm took shape. As it gathered pace,
fear dominated the faces of the two young girls huddled at the center of
their home. Worry deepened the lines of the faces of their parents standing
near the door. Jyothi’s father mumbled to himself praying that the thatched
walls and roof of their house stay secure. Hoping that the eucalyptus tree
standing over them did not fall, uprooted in the storm. What would they do
if somebody got hurt? Jyothi’s mother kept peering out of the cracks in the
door. Then suddenly a ray of light illuminated her face, she relaxed in relief.
The storm had dissipated itself in a shower of rain. She opened the door and
a cool wind blew into the room. All of them came up to the doorway and
stood there looking out. The storm had moved on and a cool breeze bathed
their faces.
These texts have been placed on the blog: http://newdelhi81.blogspot.com

Archive as a Community Resource
Information dissemination

The inhabitants of Sawda draw upon the resources at the archive, for addressing
some of their concerns. People have come to the archive to get to know more
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about the RTI, admissions of their wards in schools, ladli scheme, registering an
FIR, accident compensation, death certificates, insurance claim, and health card
was disseminated to the people.
The matter of steep electricity bills was taken up with the concerned officials, who
suggested that the people could get their meters checked, and in case of an error,
rectifications shall be made. The ration department was contacted for the delay
in issuing of ration cards. Water is a big concern at Sawda during summer, and
often tankers do not come. For this meetings were held at Delhi Jal Board at which
these concerns were shared with the drivers and supervisors. They offered some
excuses but also accepted some lapses on their part. Over time, some change is
being perceived.
The archive has responded to their individual concerns and collective issues, by
coordinating with other institutions and organizations as well, such as the Gender
Resource Centre (GRC) opened under the Bhagidari scheme of Delhi government.
The GRC can help people in getting their documents verified for benefiting from
schemes such as old age pension schemes for the old and widows, schemes for
disabled. The people need not approach councillors /legislators. Mehtab of C
Block submitted her widow pension forms to the concerned department, after
completing all the documentation and other formalities. Information regarding
compensation was shared with Pushpa who lost her husband in an accident. A
list of physically challenged people was prepared so that they could access the
government schemes available for them.
Crisis intervention

In June 09 an outbreak of fire occurred in which 22 families were affected. Seven
kuccha houses were totally gutted, five families lost all their belongings, for others
the doors and windows were damaged. The Ankur team was involved in the crisis
intervention process and made assessments regarding the nature of damage and
loss to each household. List of affected families was submitted to the police and fire
brigade officials, and also to the local councillor and representative of the MLA,
the Patwari and Tehsildar from the SDM office for immediate relief, compensation
and remaking of documents such as voter I card, ration card. Details of children
whose uniforms, textbooks and school related documents were destroyed was
also made for follow up with the school administration. Together with the people,
the local pradhan and (Sajha Prayas), we followed up with the concerned agencies.
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The people received immediate relief from the administration as well as local
community groups. The fire crisis was documented through video, photographs
and texts. All applications and lists submitted to different officials have been filed
at the archive for any future reference.
P-98 - Issue-based Intervention

The uncertain residents of Sawda, P-98 continue with their struggle and hope to
find plots for themselves, despite the fact that they have the documents that prove
the legitimacy of their claims. While interacting in the community we realized that
people as well as their leaders sometimes were not clear about certain facts or details
regarding the court case that they had filed. This often led to misunderstandings
and confusions. An intensive study was made of the documents related to court
proceedings as well as the correspondence amongst the key parties – the MCD,
DDA, DESU and the petitioners. Interviews and interactions were also held
with the different pradhans and with the people active in the issue to find out
about their understanding of the case and the proceedings. Based on all these, a
comprehensive document has been prepared detailing key dates, orders passed by
the court, follow up of orders by the concerned agencies. The draft document was
shared with some of the affected people who found it a useful reference document.
The document can help them understand the key outcomes of the case and provides
information that shall equip them to respond appropriately to queries at the time
of verification in future.
The Ankur team has developed rapport with all the local leaders, with whom
constant deliberations are held regarding the status of the case and future plans.
The idea is to facilitate their communication with people and with each other.
A detailed list of all P-98 people (and their contacts) staying in the different lanes
and pockets of Sawda has been made, so that any important decision/requirement
for the case can be conveyed to them. A map has been prepared, showing the
different parts of the city, outside Sawda, where people of P-98 are staying out of
compulsions of livelihood/children’s study. These people come from far off to
find out about the progress of their case.
Pradhan Prabhu Dayal updated us on the status of the P98 case and discussed
further plans of action. A meeting was held with Ashok ji who is the PDS depot
holder of Sawda-Ghevra to see how P98 families could be provided with ration.
Some arrangements have been worked out till a final solution is reached. Munija,
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one of the P98 listers wanted to know how electricity could be provided to the
shelters they had built on open space in Sawda, and on how to get birth certificates
for their children. Kapoor Yadav and Rajendra Prasad came from Bawana to find
out the status of the P98 case.
Visitors to the Archive

People of the community visit the archive to listen to the texts being written,
and view the images/videos. People of the community and their friends from
the different localities of Delhi and NCR who look at the records in the archive
are amazed to see the transformation of Sawda from a forlorn place to a bustling
habitation. They share their initiatives, concerns and negotiations. They contribute
to the growth of the archive by sharing their experiences, giving feedback bringing
relevant documents and photographs.
Sharafat Ali, a resident of Sawda-Ghevra had fought elections as an independent
candidate in the last Delhi Assembly Elections. Sharafat Ali shared his experiences
in fighting assembly elections and deposited the entire set of the documents he had
gathered in the course of his elections at the archives. These include nominations
forms, guidelines received from the Election Commission, list of booths and the
areas they pertain to, set of electoral rolls pertaining to the constituency. Thus the
archive has a complete record of how an ordinary citizen fought elections as an
independent candidate, and though he lost the elections did not lose the spirit to
continue to intervene in public issues.
A researcher in Anthropology from Canada spent 3 weeks at the archive and helped
in the digital archiving at Sawda. Ursula Rao, senior lecturer with the New South
Wales University (Australia), working on a project studying concepts of space and
place in relation to the extremely poor in mega cities, and basing her research on
Sawda-Ghevra, visited the archive. She shared her research findings with Ankur
in a meeting at the archive. Emma Corkhill and Heinrich both faculty members
of Gothenburg University (Sweden) visited the archive to discuss possibilities of
collaboration for designing public spaces.
The survey team sent by Delhi govt. for setting up of the dispensary visited the
archive to find out about Sawda. A representative of the Charitable Ayurvedic
Dispensary wanting to open a centre at Sawda, visited the archive to understand
more about the area. A teacher from one of the private schools at Sawda visited the
Archive to understand issues of displacement and rehabilitation.
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3.2 Interventions at LNJP
The Impending Demolition and Related Surveys

People have lived all their lives here, so many births and marriages and
deaths have taken place, they have built houses with their hard labour and
scant resources, life with its myriad colours has floated in and out of the
colony. Yet now they are on the verge of leaving this place for ever….
Early in the year 2009, when the news/rumors of the survey started doing the
rounds of LNJP, there was fear and panic. During the last several months there have
been hectic activities regarding surveys by municipal authorities, arousing fear and
insecurity amongst residents. People were bewildered, how to go about responding
to the survey-process, what are document-requirements, etc. The pradhans (chiefs)
were also misguiding. Ankur pitched in to help the people through the survey
process, in getting and disseminating information. A handbill was prepared
containing details of criterion documents required to be eligible for survey.
Past experiences (with Gautampuri-2001-02, Nanglamachi 2005-06) tell us that
demolition of such colonies cannot be stopped. Different strategies – legal, political
and people-based had failed in these two plus many other cases throughout Delhi.
Hence, it was decided that it is best to help people in whatever way possible,
so that they get a place in the relocated area. People also seem keener to have a
permanent place of their own.
People were helped to organise their documents particularly, the three most
important ones - ration-card, V.P. Singh card (proof of residence prior to 1990)
and birth certificate/affidavit. Although there is no guarantee that those who have
been surveyed will get a place/plot.
It was very interesting to see people find ingenious ways of not only getting
documents (fake or genuine
The stories emerging from the survey have been put up on the blog.
There were many (like Rukshana and Khadija) who were barely able to save their
ID cards from fire that had engulfed their area a few years back. Now they realized
the importance of these half-burnt cards which had been tucked away in a tintrunk, it might get them an eighteen square meter plot.
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Ramdulari and Farida tried to get surveys done for their children also. But people
staying on first or second floor are not entitled to any plot, nor are commercial
places, like a little tea-shop or provision stall. People were full of questions which
hardly had answers - where will we get a plot? will the government throw us
for away? will we have to buy water there? what will happen to our children’s
education?
There was concern for each other, people who had been neighbours and friends
for years and decades, did not knew whether they’ll be together or not. The survey
gave opportunities to Ankur to look into different dimensions of peoples’ lives –
the old who have braved so many storms of life and still stay afloat with a smile,
those who are ever ready to prove their one-upmanship with the govt. surveyors,
youngsters who had been tutored to yarns to prove that it is a large family etc.
The survey also broke some relationships. Zeenat and Mahinder had lived like
mother and son side by side for years, taking care of each other through thick and
this. When the surveyors came, Mahinder had gone to the village. His documents
were with Zeenat, which she had show to the surveyors. But the surveyors did not
do his survey. Mahinder did not believe the pleadings of Zeenat that she had tried
very hard to make them do it but they did not listen. Their relationship broke down.
Innumerable stories of grit, determination wisdom and cunning emerged. They
brought people closer to Ankur. And the survey at least made people treasure
their documents. To The poor need to go on and on to prove their existence and in
the process get caught in various webs. However, it also proved how clever and
ingenuous ways are found to subvert those who rule and order.
Though the survey has been concluded, it is still not clear when the evictions will
take place. People feel a sword is hanging over their heads.

Women’s Day

The women participated in 8th March International Women’s Day program. A
session on the issue was facilitated, underlining the facts that this is the hundredth
year of 8th March, the significance of the day vis a vis women’s issues was discussed.
The linkages between price-rise, multinational companies, government-policies,
privatisation, and demolitions and evictions in the city were also discussed.
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Around 40 women from LNJP participated in the joint rally and event. Their voices
could join others’ for the demands for common good.

Celebrations and Exposures

Celebrations, festivals and exposures Ramzan-month (Aug.-Sept.) is always
celebrated with aplomb. But this year people were living under the shadow of
demolition. Women said “Let’s celebrate well; Allah knows when we will be able
to do it together.” Fruit-chat and snacks were arranged for the evening. To break
the day’s fast 40 women gathered in the centres. They were very nostalgic - “earlier
we used to meet regularly. It gave opportunities to share, to talk, to laugh and to
cry.” Many had moist eyes thinking if and when they are thrown out of this area,
they may not meet again. “Now, in our rozas (fastings) we keep praying that when
we are evicted we may be given plots in the same place, so that we live together
like friends. And we will see photographs (of Ankur-workers) and remember you.
All that we wish is peace and happiness wherever we go.” After breaking the fast
everyone hugged and bid good-bye to each other. The feeling that they may not
be able to celebrate another Ramzan together this way was strong; the places they
had built with love and labour may not be theirs soon.
Considering the stress that the women of LNJP had been under for the last several
months, a trip to Agra and Fatehpursikri was organized on their demand. Their
visit to Agra became memorable to them. Seldom able to stir out of their homes,
women enjoyed the outing immensely. “There were no taboos, no ‘don’ts’. We
could do whatever we wanted. When do we get the freedom of doing what we wish
to? We hadn’t laughed and joked for a long time. We enjoyed being photographed
and these will remind us of this beautiful time.” Women had prepared well for
the trip. They took care of each other. They danced and sang with abandon. The
old buildings of Agra and Fatehpursikri were explored by them with child-like
curiosity. Away from household chores and responsibilities and the anxiety of an
uncertain future, the 50 women had a day for themselves.
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4. Public Interface

4.1 School Intervention
Intervention in Government Primary School

The MCD Commissioner invited Ankur to prepare to collaborate with in MCD
primary schools for quality improvement. The objective of the initiative “Children
and School – Infinite Possibilities” is to make the school a nurturing place to
which the child is welcomed and encouraged to fully explore her lived experience
and imagination and further build her capacities by freely expressing feelings,
thoughts, ideas and narratives. This is only possible if we recognize the infinite
possibilities that lie within the school that can be tapped into, to make it a space
where children can realise their boundless potential.
Ankur made a presentation regarding this initiative to the Director, Primary
Education. After the modalities were worked out, Ankur began work in six
government schools located in the different neighbourhoods where Ankur works,
namely •

MCD School, Block-7 Kalyanpuri

•

MCD School, Patparganj

•

MCD School, L-Block, Sunder Nagri

•

MCD School, No. 3 Block JKL, Sec-05, Dr Ambedkar Nagar

•

MCD School, 64 Khamba, Turkman Road

•

MCD School, B-Block, Sawda

The intervention has been implemented by taking up the Hindi language class
of one section in the third standard in these schools. Programmes were also held
involving all the sections of class III, and in some schools with the all the students
of the school.
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Classroom intervention

The initial intervention involved the facilitator presenting himself/herself as
distinct from the traditional perception of a teacher. The seating arrangement of
the students was altered into a circle. This helps build participative discussions
and removes the physical distance between the students and the teacher.
The first session in the school was just after the school reopened after the summer
breaks, naturally the session started with sharing of each ones experience during
the long vacations. They recalled their visit back to their village, and outings taken
to the city -- Sunday at Red Fort, evening at Rajghat and many such places they
visited with family and friends. Shadmaan said “I visited my grandma’s place at
Kot Dwar. Her house is in the midst of the beautiful mountains.” Neha said “I love
visiting my Nani’s house. Every summer vacation I go a meet her”
On a big chart paper all the places visited by the students during the vacation were
put down and it was fixed on one of the walls in the classroom. The students had
a great time recalling their experiences looking at the chart every day.
Another enjoyable conversation was when the students were asked about their
own teacher. Arjun said “I like the way he drives the motorbike and comes to the
school,” some others said “we like his spectacles”, “I like the way he dresses up”,
yet some others talked about his way of teaching and his smile.
Initially everyday new practices were carried out in the classroom to develop
interest amongst the children. This resulted in greater interaction within the
students and developed an urge in them to do something new each day. They
highly enjoyed these session, which was evident from the level of participation
from everyday.
Later, the lessons from the Rimjhim (prescribed language textbook) were taken
up. In the transactions of Rimjhim, the approach continued to be seeking how
better to open out the texts to enable children to forge more varieties of links with
their lives, experiences and imaginations.
There is a story in Rhimjhim entitled “Shekhibaaz Makkhi” about a fly that gets an
inflated sense of the self after foiling the attempts of a lion to swat it, resulting in
the lion suffering from self-inflicted wounds. The story ends with the fly being
fooled by a jackal into taking up a quarrel with a spider and getting entangled in
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its web. Children were invited to engage with questions such as: What would have
happened after the fly was entangled in the spider’s web? How do you feel when
you are woken up (the story starts with the flying disturbing the lions sleep)?
Have you ever met somebody who boasts? What do you boast about? What is it
that you can do in a snap of the finger? Have you ever been caught in a problem?
“Chand Walli Amma” is a fantasy story of the sky playing naughty tricks with an
old woman who is sweeping finally resulting in the old woman being stuck on the
moon holding her jhadu. Here the questions included the following: What are the
kinds of naughty tricks that you and your friends do? Who do you like to tease in
your house and why? Have you ever wondered what all are the secrets the jhadu
knows about your house? How can we go to the moon? What should we take
there? What helps you recognize that somebody is old? What would you like to
ask the chand walli amma? What do you talk about with your grandmother? What
other work would the old woman do at home?
The poem Man Karta Hai is a poem about the things that a small boys wishes he
could do – become the moon and bully the stars, become the eldest at home and
dominate all others, become a butterfly and so on. The questions children engaged
with here included: What all do you want to do? What do you want to do in
school? What all do you do at home which is as per your own want? What would
you to convey to your friend?
Responses of the children have been collated and circulated amongst the class.
These responses would be presented to the next class that engage with this textbook
next year as a gift.
While taking up a lesson called “Kucrucoo” the students were asked about the
various nicknames they have. Shekhar is called machchar (mosquito), Sunil- Mota
(fat), Dharam- bali. But Rajesh had the most nicknames. -- Jhamunda, Hanuman,
Chandal, Baba, Choti and Fakir.
Ankur facilitators have been able to establish their identity as distinct from the
usual role of the teacher amongst the students, teachers and principals of these
schools. Transactions of the texts, allowing children to create multiple entry
and exit points to link these texts with their lived experience and imaginations,
have led to the creation of interesting texts that would serve as a unique reading
material to the coming classes and the school as a whole. The practice of sharing
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experiences has broadened the scope of learning by bringing to light multiple
sources of knowledge beyond the pages of the book and the person of the teacher.
Events

On November 14, which is celebrated as Children’s Day in India a special
programme was held at the B block MCD School in Sawda-Ghevra. Facilitators
congregated to the school and with about 120 children of Class III an exercise was
undertaken in allowing the children to get a spatial sense of their locality and
articulate their aspirations for it. Five groups of 20-25 children were made and a
large map of Sawda-Ghevra drawn on cloth was distributed to each group. The
map had all the blocks marked out and the roads that intersected the blocks of
houses and parks were drawn out. Children marked out many sites that would
give them pleasure – a park full of swings, zoo, Appu Ghar (in Delhi a generic
term for an amusement park), a garden with flowers, a pond to swim in, a shop
that sells kites, a mela that stays for all days. Children also marked out sites that
would help their parents earn a living more comfortably – fish market (some
fathers have a trading business at the wholesale fish market in Ghazipur which is
in the south-east border of Delhi while Sawda-Ghevra is at the north-west border,
Sadar Bazar (a whole sale market in central Delhi), whole sale fruit and vegetable
market (nearest situated at Azadpur which is at considerable distance away) and
government factories. Children also wanted sites that would meet their educational
needs – a college, a beautiful school, hostel and a big library. Many other sites to
ease daily needs were also marked on the map – taps with flowing water, clothes
shops, hotel (eating joints), medical store, bank, Mother Dairy, a Mall, a brick and
mortar Masjid and a cinema hall.
At the MCD school at Dakshinpuri for the week on which Children’s Day fell a
room in the school was converted into a cinema house showing “Blue Umbrella”.
Children prepared posters, reviews of the film, and acted as ushers inviting
different classes to the film show on different days. They organized the schedule
and informed all.
At the MCD school at Khichripur, a story telling festival was organized for the
whole school. A brightly decorated cycle rickshaw with a loud speaker and as
an alternative a brightly decorated cot served as the place where the story teller
communicated with the audience. It was an open microphone in which all students
were invited to address the school gathered in the playground.
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MCD Exhibition

Ankur sent posters for the exhibition on the theme, ‘Role of civil society in assisting
MCD in improving the quality of civic life’, for the event organized by MCD on the
occasion of Gandhi Jayanti. The posters depicted Ankur’s collaboration with MCD
schools in an attempt to make them spaces that affirm childhood.

Intervention in Government Secondary School

The school intervention programme in the senior secondary schools continued
with two classes of the eighth standard in the Delhi Government Senior Secondary
School Number 3, in Dakshinpuri through the ‘Learning Sites as generative Spaces’
initiative.
Creating new version of textbook

The hindi textbook Basant was used as base to build the explorations into the
neighbourhood. Students were encouraged to interrogate the texts in the course
book on their own terms. The facilitator alongwith the students brought out a
version of the textbook with their own questions under the title “If we were to ask
the questions…”.This book was circulated amongst the teachers in the school so
they could see the perspectives that students bring to the texts.
Neighbourhood as a Learning Resource

In the process of unraveling the texts, students were encouraged take characters
from the story and search for similar personalities in their locality. In the story
Lac Bangles, Badlu Kaka who makes bangles out of lac, was seen as the main
protagonist. Students searched for people who made things and who resided in
the neighbourhood – a potter, a cobbler, a mechanic, a cycle repairman, a mason
and an ironsmith were identified. Students entered into conversations with them in
small group interactions at their place of work. Students wrote up texts on the basis
of their interactions. These conversations were brought back into the classroom
and the texts were circulated. The craftsmen and skilled workers were invited to
the school for more conversations. Through the process a communication link was
established between students and professional skilled workers and craftsmen who
lived in the locality. The students recognized the existence of learning resources
outside the school context and in their immediate living contexts.
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4.2 Collaborations
YUVA Training

Ankur conducted a training workshop with 100 government school teachers on
YUVA, an initiative of the Delhi government that aims to build life skills amongst
children and sensitise them to critical societal issues. The YUVA module has 6
volumes and deals with issues like inclusive education, female foeticide, child
centred approach, nutrition, yoga etc. YUVA seeks to empower teachers to use
interactive and participative means of dealing with the issues faced by young
adolescents. The workshop focussed on sensiting the teachers on these issues and
learning how to address them using the Yuva module.

Trainings at DIET, SCERt

Ankur was invited to take training sessions with students of DIET (District
Institute of Education Training), Daryaganj SCERT (State Council for Educational
Research and Training) on the theme of Equality and collaborative learning in
classrooms’. Spread over several months 100 students were taken through a
participative process of child-centred education. Some of the important themes
taken through creative exercises included – human values, childhood, insults to
childhood and their impact, people on the margins, significance of listening, openended questioning. Two of the sessions are described further Student/participants were asked to provide words of their choice on values
and people. What emerged were basic human values, which are important for
a meaningful life, like affection, respect for others, openness, cooperation, trust,
honesty, patience, enthusiasm, joy, responsibility, self-knowledge and criticality.
A word-map on ‘childhood’ was made by participants. The word ‘childhood’ was
surrounded by associated words like – toys, games, laughter, freedom, innocence,
exploration, curiosity, butterflies, hiding, chocolate, stars, fireworks, fairies,
colours, kites, fair, colours, imagination, presents, festivals, friendship, anger,
teasing, destruction, school-bell, love, mother lap, heavy school-bag etc. Students
were enabled to look at varied dimensions of childhood through their own words.
Every individual remembered some incident/words occurred heard in childhood
which hurt he/r with a deep impact. Students wrote about one such incident
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in their own or other’s lives. Insults came from parents, relatives’ neighbours,
teachers and strangers, through abuse and even beatings especially in public.
Anything could become an excuse for reprimanding e.g. incomplete home-work,
any mischief-making, being a handicapped person or a person belonging to
a different community or religion, inability to give the correct answer, delay in
submitting school-fees, playing in a public space for visiting a friend etc. Many a
time no excuse is needed for scolding or beating a child, e.g. a person fresh from
the village is ridiculed or a child from a poor family is laughed at, or needless
comparisons are made with other children.
Students worked in groups to discuss the prevalent notions about the poor and
what they thought were the strengths of the poor. The former included general
impressions propagated and held by middle and upper classes (which also become
part of the self-image of the poor). E.g. the poor are superstitious, they are useless
and a burden on society, they are criminals, illegal and untouchable, dirty and
diseased etc. Strengths of the marginalized people included honesty, coping with
life, keen learners, truthful, patient, courageous, cooperative, creative, willing
to do any work etc. The concluding session emphasized the need for teachers
working in govt.-schools, to become more sensitive as it is children from these
marginalized groups who study in these schools. If we wish to see the growth of
children, many of the prejudices against children and specifically children from
marginalized sections of society have to be addressed.

Presentation at NUEPA

Ankur made a presentation at the orientation program on ‘Planning for UEE
(Universalization of Elementary Education) in Urban Areas: Focus on the
Disadvantaged groups’ organized by NUEPA.
In its presentation titled, Children- Infinite possibilities – Ankur challenged
the perceptions often associated with the marginalized such as - deprived,
disadvantaged, vulnerable, needy, illiterate/uneducated, failure, malnourished,
abused, uninformed, unexposed, and criminal. Perspectives of ‘lack’ lead to
low expectations and ‘achievable’ objectives, which potentialities. They devalue
inherent abilities, skills, desires and aspirations.
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Children from the margins have the capacity to become storyteller, narrator, writer,
author, scriptwriter, reader, editor, artist, painter, illustrator, designer, researcher,
blogger, techie, photographer, player, and sportsperson, actor, performing artist,
discussant, organizer and negotiator.
The presentation urged that there is a need for administrators, policy makers,
educators and teachers to rethink margins and children. This means to create
spaces that bring out the creativity of children, to value and circulate their creative
expression, to consider the locality as a learning resource.

Tata Institute of Social Sciences

Students pursuing a Diploma course in Child rights from TISS, Mumbai were
placed with Ankur for a six-week internship. The objective of the placement
was to enable the students to develop a critical understanding of issues affecting
children, learn skills of interaction, use of self as a tool for rights based work, and
understand the world view and articulations of children. The trainees worked
on the theme, ‘Mid-day meals – Children’s voices’. They found it fascinating to
interaction with the children and young people.
Ankur conducted a session with 30 students from the TISS North East centre,
pursuing a diploma course in community organisation and development
practice visited Ankur. The session focused on some of the hidden dimensions
of communities such as the throbbing everyday life, the intellectual and creative
resources within. By recognizing such dimensions we broaden the scope of our
engagements within a community.

Collaboration with SAFED

Ankur conducted a workshop on the theme ‘Spaces for young women’ (research
experiment and practice) at Lahore, Pakistan in collaboration with South Asian
Forum for educational development. This initiative is collaboration between
Ankur and SAFED (South Asia Forum for Education and Development) South
Asian Women’s Network, initiated by Jamia Milia that has opened possibilities for
collaborations.
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The vision of the initiative ‘Spaces for Young Women –research, experimentation
and practice’ is to help create a community of young women writers from
marginalized segments across South Asia who shall be in collaborative practice with
each other. Collectives of young women who shall draw on their neighbourhoods
as a learning resource, and through their narratives enrich themselves and their
communities.
The first workshop was held at Kinnaird College, Lahore where the idea was to
dialogue with facilitators who shall engage with young women to produce their
stories and narratives.
What are young women going to research? They shall research their lives and
contexts, the myriad facets of life around them. They shall observe, rediscover and
reflect to come up with their texts. The process of writing calls for an engagement
with their community that forms the context of their lives. They shall experiment
with new ways of exploring their contexts, new practices for generating stories,
new ways of writing about them and new ways of transforming content into
varied forms. They practice writing with rigor, consistent involvement and
mutual sharing. Authorship can be both individual and collective. The process of
research, experimentation and practice is never conclusive or closed. It continues
to generate new questions, areas and ideas for exploration.
The first theme of the workshop was ‘Infinite stories’. We created a word map of
the word ‘everyday life’; everyday life is neither repetitive nor identical. In fact,
the seeming repetitiveness of everyday routine is marked by density of facets that
make for several stories that are shared. Everybody narrates and listens to stories;
therefore everybody can also read and write stories. The practice of writing,
narrating, circulating and re-writing is what lends texts the capacity to reach
out and touch a wider readership. The participants shared anecdotes, episodes,
interactions and incidents from their everyday lives and then each one wrote their
stories. They noted how one text could lead to other stories.
The next few sessions were on the theme ‘Writing through the Senses’. We need to
re-discover the use of our five senses. One context seen through different frames
generated varied narratives that brought out different perceptions of change,
stillness and depth of a context as witnessed by different individuals. In other
exercises, they drew upon their imagination to create texts around visuals in
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different ways, and created imaginary conversations amongst objects. They wrote
texts on faces they see around them – smiling face, thinking face, tense face etc.
In the session, ‘Rediscovering the Sites and Spaces Young Women Inhabit’ the
participants focused on mapping the lives of young women - the multiple images of
young women at home- school- neighborhood-locality, their creative engagements,
their shared spaces, and their diverse and routines. These explorations etched the
contours of the everyday lives of young women, the density of their experiences as
well as the resources and possibilities that they live with. The young women can
weave several stories around each of these.
The next session on the theme of ‘Creating Spaces for Young Women’ focused
on the processes facilitators can initiate to build spaces where young women can
enter and build on the practice of writing their narratives. We need to read and
value texts, understand the unique ways in which each person expresses herself
and help them discover possibilities in their texts for further articulation. We also
shared our responses to the texts written by the participants at the workshop and
the possibilities that they hold.
Based on the content generated from the different sessions the participants
generated forms of circulation such as wall magazines and booklets. The different
forms are a means of returning to the collectives and the community what is
generated from them.
To conclude, the texts generated by young women across the region though
rooted in their contexts, can connect with others as expressions and reflections
on human experience. The human experience as marked by its nuances, shades,
textures and complexities. These texts can bring to the public domain the invisible
narratives of young women from the margins. They can become a resource for
curriculum designers, text book writers and contribute to the discourse on gender,
marginalisation and education.
The writings (in Urdu and English) generated during the workshop were compiled
into a booklet. A set of narratives has been received from the young women’s
collectives in Pakistan on a range of themes.
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Workshop for the Listening Project

In December 2009, resource persons from Ankur and Sarai/CSDS were invited
by the Listening Project to hold two workshops on listening practices emerging
from the Cybermohalla programme. One workshop was held at the Information
and Cultural Exchange (ICE), Sydney and the other for PhD and research students
at the University of Technology, Sydney. The Listening Project is a program of
research collaboration that has brought together Australian cultural and media
scholars, practitioners and activists interested in the theme of ‘listening’ -- an
emerging international focus in Media Studies and citizens’ media interventions.
The Project broadly looks at how habitual critiques of representation and the politics
of ’speaking’ (or giving voice to the voiceless) are giving way to investigation of
more active possibilities for social inclusion and change based on recognition,
dialogic engagement and acceptance.

National Social Audit

Ankur is involved with the Hum Bhi Khelenge Abhiyan (I want to play campaign).
The campaign seeks to highlight children’s right to play – in terms of spaces and
opportunities available to them. The demands include – more public space for
people.
Children from the Khichripur club alongwith the facilitators attended the public
hearing and children’s consultation based on the National Social Audit of children
in the domestic and dhaba sector, despite the Govt. of India ban on employment
(2006) of children in these sectors. The National Social Audit was conducted by the
Campaign against Child Labour and Campaign against child trafficking.
The children from the Khichripur club actively participated in the consultation
at Bal-Bhavan and attended the Public Hearing. They could identify with the
experiences shared at the public hearing, as some of them have themselves been
working at homes or dhabas. They also realized that this phenomena was widespread and there is a lot of exploitation of children in these sectors.
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Consultation on child protection during Commonwealth Games 2010

Ankur attended the meeting organized by Bal Adhikar Abhiyan to discuss the
issues related to child protection during the Commonwealth Game 2010 and
develop a common understanding and action plan with the help of key stake
holders. The participants included representatives of NGOs, Forum/Federations/
Networks, NCPCR, DCPCR, CWCs, Delhi Police and Media
Some of the issues raised were - the trafficking of children, particularly young
girls in the city; forcible removal of child beggars and working children without
any plan of rehabilitation; impending demolitions that shall adversely affect the
children; engagement of child workers in bread and breakfast schemes; affect on
the mobility of children in the city (in the absence of footpaths and increase of
traffic)
The following action plans would be required – a circular prohibiting the
employment of children in bread and breakfast schemes, more funds and facilities
for creating and effective Child line service to children, setting up of Help desk in
supervision of Delhi Commission for Protection of Child Rights (DCPCR), NGOs,
Police, Department of Women and Child Development, National Commission for
Protection of Child Rights (NCPCR), and Labor Department.

Learn without Fear Consultation

Ankur attended the interface with children and different stakeholders to understand
what role each can play in mitigating violence, organized by Chetna. The meeting
discussed the different forms of violence with children are exposed to whether
in homes or schools. Violence takes the form of bullying, corporal punishment,
emotional abuse, sexual abuse, gender discrimination, teasing. The discussion also
focused on the need for creating a safe and conducive learning environment for
all children. The meeting was attended by chairpersons/representatives of child
welfare committees, dcpcr, ncpcr and Assistant Commission of Police (Crime
against Women & Children).
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Miscellaneous

Ankur was invited to speak on the issue of ‘Child Marriage’ in the community
radio program, developed by One World South Asia.
Ankur was part of the interview panel to select students for the Bachelor of
elementary education, (B.El.Ed.), Delhi University.
A three days session was conducted with students of B.El.Ed. from Lady Sriram
College on the theme of ‘Generating stories from Children’
A team of class eleven students from Modern school consulted Ankur for their
project on ‘Gender discrimination’.
The Dakshinpuri club put together a program of story telling to perform at the
cultural evenings at a workshop organized by the Bread for the World at the
YMCA at Delhi. The members practiced reading out their stories with the proper
intonation, stress and pause so that the narratives are enhanced by the art of story
telling. The stories that were read out were - Lalla ke farmeishi geet by Uttam, Do
ghut pila de sakhiya by Raju read by Dolly, Khilone bananewali Don by Teena, Galiyon
ke naamkaran by Tanya, Dancer by Kartik, Kabootarbaaz by Teena read by Neha, Lily
Amma by Ashwani, Mera behroopiya ghar by Aarti. The heartfelt appreciation of
the audience (they received a standing ovation and a lot of praise) did wonders to
their self confidence as authors, narrators and creative performers.
The Stuttgart chamber orchestra, Germany, an associate of BFTW visited
Dakshinprui for an interaction with the children and young people involved in the
different programs of Ankur. Ms. Miriam Dubbert from the public relation desk
visited Khichripur for an intensive interaction with the children and young people.
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